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Abstract
In the last couple of decades, the Web has become a major source of information. With the rising
number of people navigating on the Web, the number of information documents also increased.
Therefore, the construction of tools to help the users find the desirable information became im-
perative. Taking that need into account, the first Web search engines were developed. During the
last years, several studies were conducted by researchers in order to understand the user behaviour
while using these information retrieval systems and some behavioural changes were perceived af-
ter analysing the results of these studies. Also in the last years, a rise in mobile devices’ usage has
become clear. With the rising number of smartphones and tablets in the market, the mobile access
to the Internet has also risen. Given these facts, it is vital to conduct new log studies and try to find
out if Web searchers behave differently when searching on mobile devices. The results found in
this type of studies can be very helpful. Firstly, it provides the community some knowledge about
the way users behave while using the search systems. As for developers, the presented informa-
tion can help them to improve the search engine system internally. Internal algorithms, advanced
search assistance and even the Web site design are some components that can be improved.
In this study, a dataset of about 94 million queries from the SAPO search engine was analysed.
Within this dataset there were queries performed by bots and spammers. In the data preparation
phase, those queries had to be removed, proving to be the most challenging task of the whole
study. Queries submitted by Web bots corresponded to approximately 30% of the original dataset.
In the spam queries removal phase, repeated, empty and spam queries were removed, as well
as queries that belonged to sessions with 100+ queries. The most used mobile device to search
is the tablet, followed by the smartphone. They account for about 90% of the analysed mobile
dataset. During the analysis, it was possible to spot some differences and similarities between
mobile and desktop searchers. Mobile users usually submit their queries during the end of the
day, at night, and they tend to perform the searches during weekends. Desktop users tend to do
exactly the opposite: more searching during the day and weekdays. Mobile users tend to type, on
average, smaller queries than desktop searchers. The mobile dataset also present a slightly higher
percentage of unique queries when compared to the desktop counterpart, giving the impression
that mobile users have broadened their searching needs. Mobile searchers perform less queries
with at least one boolean operator when compared with desktop users (2.25% vs. 6.83%). The
PHRASE (quatation marks) operator was the most used in both datasets. Desktop and mobile do
not differ much in terms of modified queries, as well as how the users modify a query to achieve
their searching needs. As expected, desktop terms have on average more characters than mobile
terms (9.58 vs. 7.85). On average, a mobile searching session has more queries than a desktop
one (2.02 vs. 1.80). However, desktop sessions is in average six seconds longer. To conclude, the
most searched category in mobile devices is Society, culture, ethnicity and religion, which contains
queries about newspapers, news, recipes and many more. The most searched desktop category is
Commerce, travel, employment and economy, which contains queries about companies, weather
and auction sites, which are becoming more popular in Portugal.
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Although mobile and desktop are similar in some metrics, there are still many differences in
both Web search patterns. Splitting the mobile dataset, some differences can be seen between
the different kinds of mobile devices (tablets, smartphones and traditional mobile phones), as
expected, due to the different user experience in all three kinds.
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Resumo
Nas últimas duas décadas, a Web tornou-se uma importante fonte de informação. Com o cres-
cente número de documentos presentes na Web, a construção de ferramentas que ajudam os uti-
lizadores a encontrarem a informação desejada tornou-se imperativa, tendo sido desenvolvidos
os primeiros motores de busca. Vários estudos foram feitos para perceber o comportamento dos
utilizadores quando os mesmos utilizam estes sistemas, sendo que algumas mudanças de com-
portamento foram percetíveis após a análise dos mesmos estudos. Também nos últimos anos, um
aumento no acesso móvel à Internet é notório, acompanhando a mesma tendência crescente do uso
de dispositivos móveis. Devido a estes factos, é vital desenvolver mais estudos e tentar perceber
se os utilizadores se comportam de maneira diferente quando fazem as suas pesquisas em dispos-
itivos móveis. Os resultados obtidos neste tipo de estudos podem ser uma grande ajuda. Primeiro,
disponibiliza à comunidade algum conhecimento sobre o comportamento dos utilizadores nas suas
pesquisas Web. No que concerne às equipas de desenvolvimento, a informação apresentada pode
ajudá-los no melhoramento do sistema interno do motor de busca, em componentes como algorit-
mos, assistência de pesquisa avançada e até o design do sítio Web móvel.
Neste estudo, um conjunto de aproximadamente 94 milhões de pesquisas do motor de busca
SAPO foram analisadas. Dentro deste conjunto, estavam pesquisas efetuadas por bots e spam-
mers. Na fase de preparação de dados, essas pesquisas foram removidas, sendo esta a fase mais
desafiante do trabalho devido ao grau de dificuldade. As pesquisas efetuadas por bots corre-
sponderam a cerca de 30% do conjunto original. Na fase de remoção de spam, foram também
removidas pesquisas vazias, repetidas e também pesquisas correspondentes às sessões com mais
de 100 pesquisas.
O dispositivo móvel mais usado foi o tablet, seguido pelo smartphone. As pesquisas efe-
tuadas a partir destes dois dispositivos correspondem a 90% de todo o conjunto de pesquisas
móveis. Durante esta análise, foi possível verificar algumas diferenças e semelhanças entre uti-
lizadores móveis e utilizadores de computador. Os utilizadores móveis submetem usualmente as
suas pesquisas durante o fim do dia, à noite, e tendem a formular as suas pesquisas durante os fins-
de-semana. Os utilizadores por computador têm um comportamente contrário: mais pesquisas
durante as horas de trabalho e durante os dias úteis. Os utilizadores móveis, em média, digitam
pesquisas mais pequenas que os utilizadores por computador. O conjunto de pesquisas móveis
apresentam uma percentagem ligeiramente maior de pesquisas únicas quando comparadas com as
pesquisas por computador, dando a impressão que os utilizadores móveis têm ampliado as suas ne-
cessidades de pesquisa. Os pesquisadores móveis submetem uma menor percentagem de pesquisas
com operadores booleanos (2.25% vs. 6.83%). O operador PHRASE (aspas) foi o operador mais
utilizado em ambos os conjuntos. Os diferentes tipos de utilizadores não diferem muito entre si em
termos de pesquisas modificadas, nem na forma como modificam as pesquisas para atingir as suas
necessidades de pesquisa. Como era expectável, os termos submetidos por computador têm em
média mais caracteres (9.58 vs. 7.85). Em média, uma sessão móvel tem mais pesquisas do que
uma sessão por computador (2.02 vs. 1.80). No entanto, as sessões por computador são em média
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seis segundos mais longas. Para concluir, a categoria mais pesquisada em dispositivos móveis é
Sociedade, cultura, etnia e religião, que contém pesquisas sobre jornais, notícias, receitas e muito
mais. A categoria mais pesquisada por computador é Comércio, viagens, emprego e economia,
que contém pesquisas sobre empresas, tempo e sítios Web de leilões, cada vez mais populares em
Portugal.
Apesar das pesquisas móveis e por computador apresentarem semelhanças em algumas métri-
cas, existem ainda muitas diferenças em ambos os padrões de pesquisa. Dividindo o conjunto
de pesquisas móvel, algumas diferenças também podem ser vistas entre os diferentes tipos de
dispositivos (tablets, smartphones e telemóveis convencionais), devido à diferente experiência de
utilização entre os dispositivos.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last twenty years, a new form of information retrieval has been adopted by billions of people
around the world. Web searching has become a daily task for many, with the Web now being the
first choice for many searchers to retrieve the information they desire [3]. With the advent of the
Internet and the World Wide Web (WWW), it was predictable that many people would prefer to
retrieve information online, instead of going to the library, for instance, searching within the books
for the desired information, and spending a large amount of time. If it was predictable in the first
years of the WWW (from Archie, the first Web search engine, to the more popular AltaVista and
Yahoo! [4]), with the rise of the Google search engine and Web 2.0, it has become a certainty.
In this new century, people became accustomed to the use of Web search engines. To cope with
this matter, the search engines’ developers often improve their algorithms [5]. Some information
searchers started using their computers or laptops to retrieve the desired information. Although
this still remains true nowadays, in the last couple of years, a new generation of devices evolved
to compete with the personal computers’ realm: the mobile devices.
1.1 Mobile devices usage growth
According to a 2005 Forrester Research study, 21% of European mobile subscribers had been
using mobile Internet services at least once a month [6]. With the growing number of smartphones
and tablets in the market in the last years, the mobile access to the Internet (and thus to the Web
search engines) has risen in the same proportion. In Europe, the smartphones are already the
leaders in the mobile phone market, with the "simple" phones selling now less than 50% [7].
Tablets, on the other hand, are rapidly replacing laptops and, in January 2012, Search Engine
Land estimated that, at the end of that year, there was a total of more than 100 million devices
globally [8].
To further support the mobile devices usage growth idea, Table 1.1 [9] clearly shows the im-
portance of the mobile share in web traffic. This figure shows, for each continent, the percentage
of the total web traffic coming from mobile devices (not to be confused with the total number
of devices or people). The increase in just two years, between 2010 and 2012, is visible in the
1
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Table 1.1: Mobile share of web traffic.
2010 2012 Increase 2010-2012
Africa 5.81% 14.85% 155.59%
Asia 6.10% 17.84% 192.46%
Europe 1.81% 5.13% 183.43%
North America 4.71% 7.96% 69.00%
Oceania 2.88% 7.55% 162.15%
South America 1.46% 2.86% 95.89%
Worldwide 3.81% 10.01% 162.73%
last column of the table, specially for Asia and Europe. Worldwide, the increase is also notori-
ous. In 2010, the percentage of web traffic from mobile devices was only 3.81%. Currently it is
approximately 10%.
These Web traffic statistics clearly show that, in the next years, mobile devices will be a great
part of our life. The numbers also confirm that a lot of users are going to reach the Internet via
their mobile devices in the future, reducing the percentage of personal computers.
1.2 Context and Goals
1.2.1 Context
While using a Web search engine, the searcher has various interactions with the system, such as
a query submission or its posterior modification. This information is typically recorded in a file,
called Transaction Log. Jansen [2] describes the Web searching transaction log as "an electronic
record of interactions that have occurred during a searching episode between a Web search engine
and users searching for information on that Web search engine". Each record of this log usually
contains information about the searched query, the date of the search and the user’s computer IP
address [2]. Some transaction logs from different search engines may contain even more concrete
information, such as the browser used for the search [10].
With the information provided by these logs, it is possible to perform a deep analysis to an-
swer some important questions. It is important to understand the information access habits of
mobile users and the challenges they may face when it comes to accessing mobile information
and content [6]. The developers can use the results obtained from the analysis to improve the
search engine’s characteristics. Knowing the most searched terms, queries or categories, the in-
ternal searching algorithms can be improved to respond better to the given search. The mobile
web site design can also be modified accordingly. Therefore, it is vital to study the mobile user’s
profile to make the necessary changes. These study methodologies usually apply techniques such
as Transaction Log Analysis (TLA).
2
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"TLA is the use of data collected in a transaction log to investigate particular research
questions concerning interactions among Web users, the Web search engine, or the
Web content during searching episodes." [2]
The TLA process consists of three stages: collection of the search engines queries, prepara-
tion of the information and analysis of the results [2]. These will be described in more detail in
Chapter 2. Several studies were conducted during the last years using logs from different general
search engines (no distinction of the device used to make the query), such as SAPO [10] and Al-
taVista [11]. Studies of mobile web search from Google [1, 12] and Yahoo! [13], for instance,
were also conducted several years ago. This aspect is of extreme importance, because these stud-
ies were made before the growth of smartphones and tablets usage. Therefore, it is important to
investigate if there is a change in the user’s behaviour.
1.2.2 Goals
Having understood the context of the problem, it is important to begin asking some questions. Is
the Web searching behaviour of the desktop/laptop computers users different from the ones that
use mobile devices? Is the current behaviour of mobile devices users different from the one found
in other studies several years ago? Are there any differences on mobile searching habits while
using different types of mobile devices?
The main goal of this dissertation is to analyse a original dataset from the SAPO search engine,
with special focus on the searches made from mobile devices. With this analysis, it will be possible
to characterize the user behaviour on mobile devices and to compare the obtained results with the
user behaviour on personal computers. The resulting contribution can also help the search engine’s
developers to improve their mobile web site design and internal algorithms, as previously stated.
1.3 Document structure
This document is organized in the following way: Chapter 2 provides an introduction regard-
ing Transaction Log Analysis, the main methodology of the studies performed in this area. The
methodology’s phases will be described in more detail, as well as its advantages and disadvantages.
In Chapter 3, some previous works will be compared among them. This chapter is divided into two
parts: general studies, with a great majority of queries submitted from PCs, and mobile studies,
where the queries were submitted from mobile devices, such as cellphones and PDAs. Chapter 4
describes the followed methodology in this study, presenting the original dataset structure, as well
as the different data preparation phases. The results of the study are shown in Chapter 5. This
chapter is divided into four different sections for better data organization. Finally, a conclusion is
presented in Chapter 6.
3
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Chapter 2
Transaction Log Analysis
2.1 Introduction
As initially described in Chapter 1, the vast majority of studies performed in this area use the
Transaction Log Analysis (TLA) process as their main methodology. In that same chapter, a first
definition of a transaction log was already presented. Jansen describes it as being "an electronic
record of interactions that have occurred during a searching episode between a Web search engine
and users searching for information on that Web search engine" [2]. This point of view does not
deviate itself from others, such as Peters’, who claims that transaction logs are "electronically
recorded interactions between on-line information retrieval systems and the persons who search
for the information found in those systems" [14]. With these two definitions, it is possible to depict
TLA as the method of study and analysis of interactions between the information searcher and
the search engine system. This means that the data recorded in the transaction logs can be used
to investigate particular search questions concerning the interactions between the user and the
Web search engine. Some of these questions are related with system performance or information
structure [2]. For this matter, the transaction logs are recorded by the search engine’s server.
Therefore, they are server-side recordings of interactions.
Following this introduction, the current chapter aims to describe some important aspects about
TLA. First, the three main phases of the process will be presented in detail. Then, some advantages
and disadvantages of the process will be described. The chapter will end with a brief conclusion
about the TLA process.
2.2 TLA Phases
2.2.1 Collection
The studies conducted in this area are based on a specific dataset (set of transaction logs). These
are real-life interactions between the users and the search engines, providing accurate data for the
researchers to work with.
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The collection data usually consists of a set of queries (or search interactions) performed by
the users on the search engine. Each record of this set consists of several fields that allow the
research to conduct posterior analysis.
Table 2.1: General fields in an interaction register [2].
Field Description
User identification The IP address of the computer or an anonymous user code
Date The date the interaction occurred
Time The time of the day of the interaction
Query The search entered by the user
Table 2.1 shows the standard fields that appear in a transaction log register. The user identifi-
cation can be of two distinct types. It can be recorded as the IP address of the computer used to
perform the search. This type of user identification was used in a SAPO search engine study [10].
However, the majority of search engines’ logs use an an anonymous user code. This type was
used on the AltaVista [11] search logs, as well as in the European search engine, AlltheWeb [15].
The user identification, date and time are important fields for the analysis phase, specially in the
definition of sessions, described later in this chapter.
There are search engines that use more fields to complete their search logs. SAPO search logs
use fields to identify the city and the country of the searcher [10]. Others, like a mobile Web search
study conducted on more than 30 European search engines [16], register the results list’s web page
clicked by the user (if any). The AlltheWeb search engine stored the language used in the search
query [15].
The collected data for these studies also difers in their time interval. Some are one-day col-
lected logs [11], while others use logs from several months [10, 17]. Jansen and Pooch [18] advise
researchers not to use only a one-day dataset, since it provides limited longitudinal data. In their
studies, researchers also have to draw the necessary conclusions, regarding the dataset longitudinal
aspect.
2.2.2 Preparation
After the data collection, the first phase of the TLA process, the researcher must move to the
preparation phase. This is where the data is organized according to the research questions usually
made in the beginning of the study. There are several ways of storing the transaction logs data.
One can import the data to a relational database [2] and conduct the analysis from there or use
another analysis software. Ribeiro [10] used the scripting language Perl and the UNIX command
line to work with the collected data.
The unwanted data (i.e. if the goal of the study is to analyse the mobile searches, the rest of the
data must be discarded) is usually removed or put in different files in this phase. Another example
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of data that is discarded are agents/robots searches. Although there is not an infallible method to
remove all agents queries, there are some good principles to reduce the number to the achievable
maximum [2]. Some researchers use a cut-off value (i.e. maximum of 101 queries per session) to
try to separate the agents searches from the human ones [19], while others ignore this subject [20].
Some of the best examples of data preparation come from mobile search studies. Kamvar and
Baluja performed two studies on wireless Google search [1, 12]. In each of them, the researchers
divided the information between searches made in PDA devices and 12-key keypad phones, fol-
lowed by a data analysis. In another interesting study [21], data is divided between computer,
iPhone and mobile phones searches.
2.2.3 Analysis
The final phase of the process is the analysis phase. Naturally, after gathering and preparing the
data, the researcher is able to analyse the output data. It is in this phase where the researcher is
finally able to answer the previous research questions. Given the fact that a large amount of data
is analysed in this phase, it has become obvious the need to create a common analysis framework.
With this, researchers can guide their analysis by some level standards. Jansen and Pooch [18]
proposed a common framework concerning these issues. This framework is divided into three
levels: the query, term and session levels.
At query level, one analyses the data using the query as the base metric. Jansen describes a
query as being a "string list of zero or more terms submitted to a search engine" [2]. It is simply
the content of the search performed by a user. For research purposes, the queries tend to be divided
in types. These types are showed in Table 2.2. This query level division provides the researchers
some method to organize their work. At this level, it is also common to possess the goal of defining
the most searched categories in the specified dataset. For that purpose, a subset of the dataset’s
queries is obtained and each one is assigned a category, as performed by Spink et al. [22] in the
1999 Excite study. Some of these categories are usually "Computer and Internet", "People, Places
or Things", etc. The majority of the studies also provide an analysis about the boolean operators
used in search queries.
At term level, the base metric is the term. A term is simply each word in a searched query.
At this level, some studies provide information about term occurrence, which is the frequency
that a particular term occurs in a dataset [2]. Silverstein et al. [19], on their AltaVista study, also
provided an analysis about term co-occurrence. This measures the occurrence of term pairs within
queries in the transaction log.
Finally, at session level, the session is the analysed component. A session is a searching
episode between the searcher and the search engine. A searching episode is defined as a sequence
of queries, performed by the user, within a limited duration to address one or more information
needs [23]. The researchers usually perform their studies at this level using a cut-off value. This
value is often between 5 and 120 minutes [2]. Two queries belong to the same search session if
the time separating them is less than the cut-off value. Thus, researchers have to choose a cut-off
value that they consider it is appropriate for their study. A session is also usually defined by the
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Table 2.2: Query types [2].
Type Description
Initial query The initial query made by a searcher
Modified query Subsequent query, performed by the same searcher, that is
different than any of the searcher’s other queries
Identical query Subsequent query, performed by the same searcher, that is
equal to one or more of the searcher’s previous queries
Unique query A query that is different from all other queries in the same
dataset
Repeat query A query that appears more than once in the same dataset
user identification, date and time of the search, as seen above in the collection phase. At this level,
researchers frequently analyse the session length (the average number of queries) and the session
duration (in minutes).
Some studies provide other kinds of data, complementing these levels. The wireless Google
search study [1] gives information about the number of result pages viewed. Church et al. [6]
also supply additional conclusions on their European mobile search study, namely information
about the clicks made by the user on the results. These conclusions are more important for mobile
searching, given the constraints of the devices (i.e. devices with 12-key keypad).
2.3 Advantages & Disadvantages
Transaction Log Analysis is a widely used methodology in Web search engines studies [18]. It
helps the researcher to form conclusions about system performance or Web page design, for in-
stance, not mentioning that it provides information about how an average user behaves while using
the search engine. However, one of the biggest challenges of TLA is to keep the user’s privacy
intact, while conducting the research studies. Users expect their anonymity while using these
systems and hope that their private information is not disclosed, unlike the events of the AOL
case [24], where data was released to the academic community. There are also more critiques
regarding TLA.
Naturally, only by analysing the transaction logs, one cannot perceive the user’s perceptions
and emotions [25]. It is almost impossible with this methodology to answer several cognitive
questions, such as if the user was pleased or unhappy with the results of the search, what the user
thinks while interacting with the system or if the user succeeded on finding the desired informa-
tion [26]. Related to this subject, Li et al. [27] performed a study about good abandonment in
Internet search, using a Google dataset. A good abandonment is defined by the authors as an
"abandoned query for which the user’s information need was successfully addressed by the search
results page, with no need to click on a result or refine the query". According to the authors’
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calculations, approximately 20% of all abandoned queries on mobile devices corresponded to this
type of query, which was a much higher value than PC-based queries. For all other non-abandoned
queries, it remains uncertain if the user was pleased or unhappy with the search result.
With this problem in mind, since TLA is viewed as a high-level designed process, some re-
searchers [28, 29] proposed the use of TLA combined with other research methodologies. Agosti
et al. [30] claim that is more scientifically informative to combine logs together with observation
in naturalistic settings and other data collection techniques. These can include questionnaires,
interviews and video analysis. Hancock-Beaulieu et al. [28] developed a transaction logging soft-
ware package that included online questionnaires to improve TLA, although it collided with the
user’s privacy advantage. Some studies have worked through the number of clicks and result pages
viewed. These parameters approach the above problem, but in a very abstract and uncertain way.
Another disadvantage of the process is that the users are only distinguished by the computer’s IP
address (or an anonymous user code, depending on the search engine, that derives from the IP
address). Two siblings that use the same computer and have different searching behaviours, are
interpreted as being the same user by the transaction log, reducing the accuracy of the study. In the
opposite way, the same person can also use multiple machines (and browsers) per day for search
interactions [26].
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the TLA process was described in more detail. It was depicted as the method of
study and analysis of interactions between the information searcher and the Web search engine
system. Summarizing, the methodology consists of three phases: collecting the transaction log
dataset, where the researcher is familiar with the fields that compose each log’s register; prepar-
ing the data to be analysed and removing unwanted queries from the dataset; and analysing the
gathered data to produce the answers to the previously-made research questions.
Finally, the advantages and disadvantages of this process were presented. In this section,
it became clear that, despite the impossibility of knowing the user’s emotions and perceptions
while searching, TLA is still a widely used process that helps researchers answer some important
questions.
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Chapter 3
Query Log Analysis Studies
3.1 Introduction
In the last several years, a fair number of studies regarding Web search engines log analysis were
published. The vast majority took the TLA process as their core work methodology. Naturally,
there are differences between the results found on the studies. Since 2005 [1], studies about mobile
Web search have also begun to appear, following the trend of the increasing use of the Internet on
mobile devices, as described in Chapter 1. With this new type of Web search studies rising, one
can divide the studies into two categories:
• General: Web search studies where the authors do not make the separation between searches
made from different devices. It is irrelevant to make that division, since the vast majority of
queries come from PC-based access;
• Mobile: Web search studies where it is clearly stated that the analysed queries come from
mobile devices. In some cases, a separation between categories of mobile devices is also
performed [1, 21].
With this separation in mind, this chapter is divided into two parts: the first section is about
the general studies, with the discussion of the results found in these studies. Then, the focus of the
related work shifts to the mobile search studies, where the results will be compared with the ones
found in the "General" section. Finally, at the end of the chapter, a conclusion will be presented,
showing the main discovered differences between the two categories of studies.
As previously said, the studies follow the TLA process. However, the most important TLA
phase at this stage is the Analysis phase. The results are presented in a similar way as the method-
ology described by Jansen and Pooch [18] advises: query, term and session levels. In each section
of this chapter, the studies are organized given these three levels of analysis.
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3.2 General studies
Since the end of the last century, many studies were conducted in order to understand how infor-
mation searchers behave while using a Web search engine. The results of these studies could be
helpful for search engines developers. The latter can use the former for some stated objective,
such as an improved system design or advanced searching assistance. For non-developers, it is
also interesting to perceive the current information-seeking behaviour of the Web search engines
users.
Since there is a large number of general studies in this area, some of them were chosen to serve
as the basis of the analysis. These studies are presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Some general Web search studies.
Studies Collected Date # Queries # Terms # Sessions
AltaVista [19] 2nd August - 13th September 1998 993,208,259 - 285,474,117
Excite [22, 31] 1st December 1999 1,025,910 1,500,500 325,711
AlltheWeb [15] 28th May 2002 957,303 2,225,141 345,093
Tumba! [17] January - December 2003 749,914 1,630,392 254,728
Tumba! [17] January - December 2004 338,871 738,576 133,827
AOL [32] September 2004 - February 2005 Several billion - -
SAPO [10] 29th January - 12th July 2010 45,413,607 89,609,923 15,767,954
The studies differ from each other regarding variables, such as geographical regions, dataset
size or date. This way, they provide a good basis for comparison. The AltaVista study is one of first
that analyses a large portion of searching data (almost one billion search queries). Excite, at the end
of the century, was one of the most popular Web search engines as well. The AOL study is much
more recent than the previous, and provides information about query trends over varying periods,
such as hours, days and months. However, these three studies, that give precious information about
user’s behaviour, were conducted only for queries submitted in US search engines. Therefore,
another important study to add to this analysis is the AlltheWeb one. AlltheWeb was an European
Web search engine (closed in 2011), receiving searches from all over Europe. Thus, this study
brought the possibility of comparing the European search habits with the US ones.
Finally, the last three studies are from Portuguese Web search engines. The first two relate to
the Tumba! search engine, while the last one is a large study regarding SAPO. This one is a very
important study, since it is based on the same search engine to be analysed in this dissertation and
provides more recent results than other studies.
As previously said, the studies are organized in a similar way as the framework described by
Jansen and Pooch [18]: the query, term and session levels.
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Table 3.2: Comparison regarding terms per query, with percentages from the total number of
queries.
Studies 1 Term 2 Terms 3+ Terms Mean
AltaVista(1998) [19] 25.80% 26.00% 27.60% 2.35
Excite(1999) [22, 31] 26.30% 31.50% 43.10% 2.40
AlltheWeb(2002) [15] 33.00% 33.00% 34.00% 2.30
Tumba! (2003) [17] 39.30% 29.00% 31.70% 2.17
Tumba! (2004) [17] 39.98% 26.87% 33.15% 2.21
AOL (2004-2005) [32] - - - 2.70
SAPO(2010) [10] 43.97% 30.96% 25.07% 2.31
3.2.1 Query analysis
Table 3.2 provides the results for each of the above studies, regarding the number of terms per
query (or query length). The mean number of terms per query regarding all the studies is not
very different. In a subsequent AltaVista study in 2002 [11], the mean increased to 2.92 terms. It
also shows an increase in the percentage of 2 and more than 3 terms per query. The 1999 Excite
study can also be compared with two other studies of the same Web search engine, performed in
1997 [33] and 2001 [22]. The mean query length in 1997 and 1999 is exactly the same, while
in 2001 the mean was shown to have increased to 2.4 terms per query. For the six-month AOL
dataset between 2004 and 2005, Beitzel et al. reported an average of 2.7 terms per query, which
means a significant increase when compared with the 2003 results: 2.2 terms per query [32]. In
this subject, it appears that US searchers use more terms on their queries than European ones.
Query frequency distribution is the percentage of the total number of queries that belong to
the set of the top N queries of the given dataset. The higher the value, the less distributed is
the total dataset, since a large number of users search for the same content. This means that a
dataset with a query frequency distribution of 40% receives more unique queries than another one
with 80% (for the same N). Therefore, the information needs of the users from the first dataset
are further expanded. The percentage of total queries accounted for by the top 10 queries in the
2002 AltaVista study (0.52%) was approximately half of the corresponding percentage in 1998
(1.08%) [11], indicating a broadening of information needs. The Tumba! studies do not show a
significant difference among themselves, although the used methodology regarding this analysis
topic was different. The 2003 study shows that the most frequent queries, which represent 50%
from the total volume, relate to 11% of all the unique ones. In 2004, this percentage increased to
13.56%. Costa and Silva concluded that by caching a little more than 10% of the most frequent
queries, the search engine could respond to 50% of the query requests [17].
Regarding the use of boolean operators (such as ’+’ or’-’), for better searching accuracy, Sil-
verstein et al. [19], on their 1998 AltaVista study, report that approximately 20% of the total
number of queries use this type of operators. In the subsequent 2002 study, this value only got a
decrease of 0.4% [11]. It is interesting to observe that US searchers tend to use more these op-
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erators than their European counterparts. Although the 1999 Excite study [31] (a US Web search
engine) reduces the use of advanced queries to only 8%, the AlltheWeb study [15] reports that
these queries represent only 1% of the total number of queries. In the Tumba! studies, there
is an increase on the percentage of advanced queries to approximately 10% [17], but the SAPO
study [10], from 2010, places the same percentage at 1.5%. Another European search engine study
(Fireball) [34] reports a lower percentage of boolean operators, comparing with the 1998 AltaVista
study. The same study reports that boolean operators are, as expected, more used by expert users
than novice ones.
In terms of modified queries (a subsequent query, performed by the same searcher, that is
different from any of the searcher’s previous queries), there is a difference in the analysis of this
subject. Some studies, as the AltaVista, Excite and AlltheWeb ones, report the percentage of
users that modified their queries, in order to refine the searching results. This value increased in
AltaVista, from 20% in 1998 to 52% in 2002 [11]. The 1999 Excite study shows a percentage of
approximately 40%, consistent with the results found in AlltheWeb [15].
Other studies, such as the Portuguese ones, present the results as the percentage of modified
queries from all the queries stored in the dataset. Tumba!’s studies report a slight increase in the
percentage of modified queries, from 32.80% in 2003 to 33.48% in 2004 [17]. However, the SAPO
study shows that only 13.44% of all the queries stored in the analysed dataset are modified ones.
This could mean that the searchers changed their searching behaviours (although not using boolean
operators) or the developers improved the internal searching system. The types of users from both
search engines can also be different, since SAPO is much more widely used than Tumba! ever
was. Hölscher and Strube [34] demonstrated that novice users tend to reformulate and to make
small and ineffective changes to their queries.
In terms of results pages viewed by the users, Table 3.3 presents the results for three of the
studies that are being analysed.
Table 3.3: Result pages viewed per query, with percentages from the total number of queries.
Studies 1 Page 2 Pages 3+ Pages Mean
AltaVista(1998) [19] 85.20% 7.50% 7.30% 1.39
Excite(1999) [22, 31] 42.70% 21.20% 36.10% 1.60
AlltheWeb(2002) [15] 76.00% 13.00% 11.00% -
AOL(2004-2005) [32] 79.00% 15.00% 6.00% -
By consulting the table, it becomes clear that information searchers, in their vast majority,
do not go beyond the first page of results. The main exception is the Excite study, where only
42.7% consult only the first page of results. It is very interesting to verify that the percentage of
consulting three or more pages is bigger than consulting only two pages. This could mean that the
searchers were not finding the desired information and kept changing the results page, trying to
find what they were really looking for. In a subsequent Excite study, in 2001 [22], the percentage
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for the first page of results increased to approximately 50%, perhaps indicating an improvement in
the searching system. The AlltheWeb study does not provide its mean of pages viewed per query.
The Portuguese studies have different approaches to this subject. The Tumba!’s studies [17]
present the total number of pages viewed by query. It is natural that the percentage of the first page
viewed per query is 100%, since the search engine always returns it after a query is performed.
The second page was viewed in 16.76% of all queries. It is clear that there is a major declining
from the first to the second page of results. The users saw on average 1.4 result pages per query,
similar to the AltaVista study [19]. The SAPO study does not provide results about pages viewed
per query [10], since that information is not available in the transaction logs.
Finally, to evaluate the main topics of interest, in most studies a random sample of queries is
selected for analysis [10]. The queries are then classified under some categories defined by the
authors. The 1998 AltaVista study [19] did not conduct a topic analysis. However, the subsequent
2002 study [11], used the top 25 queries of the previous study and classified them into the corre-
sponding categories. Of the total number of queries, 56% are related to Sex or pornography, while
24% are related to Entertainment and recreation. In the 2002 study, almost half of the queries
were related with People, places or things, revealing a shift in the main topics of interest, since
Sex and pornography only accounted for approximately 3% of the queries. The AlltheWeb studies
(from 2001 and 2002) [15] also confirm this tendency, with People, places and things being the
most searched topic, with Computers or internet in the second place. In the Tumba!’s studies, the
most searched topic was Commerce, travel, employment or economy, while in the SAPO study it
was Computers or internet. A shift on the searchers’ topics of interest was verified in the studies.
In the first ones, Sex and pornography was the most searched topic, while in recent studies its
percentage was reduced, revealing a change on what the users are searching on the Web.
It is also interesting to verify some topical trend change during certain periods of time. The
AOL study [32] provides some information regarding this matter. The authors concluded that
some categories appeared to have had variance during the six-month period, between September
2004 and February 2005. These categories were Holidays, Shopping, Sport and Government.
Some topics represented by the queries in these categories are prone to seasonal changes. Across
that timespan, several major holidays (specially in the US) were celebrated, such as Christmas,
Thanksgiving and Halloween. At the end of 2004, there was also a US Presidential election and
the playoffs from the National Football League (NFL) and Major League Baseball (MLB) were
played. Also short-term (hour) topical trends were found on the same study, suggesting that topical
trends can be seen both in short-term and long-term periods of time. Beitzel et al. [32] claim that
short-term trends can be useful for developers to create intelligent results caching and temporary
load balancing, giving higher priority to categories that are similarly ranked throughout a day.
Categories whose rankings change over time might be given low caching priorities. Long-term
trends can be useful for query routing and disambiguation. For example, if a user searches the
query "the eagles" at the end of the year, when the NFL playoffs are being played, the user is most
likely searching for the Philadelphia Eagles football team, and not for the bird.
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3.2.2 Term analysis
A term is a series of characters bounded by white spaces, such as words, numbers, abbreviations,
URLs and symbols [17]. A unique term is defined as one term on the dataset regardless of the
number of times it was submitted. Analysing the related work, the SAPO study was found to
have only 3% of unique terms. Comparing with the other general studies, one can conclude that
it is a much inferior percentage than usual. The AlltheWeb studies from 2001 and 2002 reported
a percentage of unique terms of 13% and 15%, respectively [15]. The Tumba!’s studies also
presented an increase in one year, from 8% to 10.33% [17]. The 1999 Excite study [22, 31]
presented a high percentage of unique terms: 61.6%. It appears that is safe to conclude that
throughout the years, the information needs of Web search engine users have broadened. Since
a lot more topics are searched in the Web, the percentage of unique terms is increasing. This
conclusion derives from the comparison of studies from the same search engine or from the same
region (with the same set of different languages).
Regarding term frequency distribution, different results were presented. In the 1999 Excite
study [22, 31], 19.3% of all query terms were part of the set of the 100 most frequent occurring
terms. As for the AlltheWeb studies [15], for the same 100 most frequent query terms, the results
had lower percentage: 15% in 2001 and 14% in 2002. These results can support the conclusion
of the last paragraph: the information needs have broadened in the last years. According to the
Tumba! [17] studies, with 1% of the most frequent terms cached, it would be possible to handle
50% of the dataset queries. Ribeiro performed a similar study for the SAPO search engine [10]
and concluded that by caching only 2% of the most frequent terms, the search engine could deal
with 90% of the queries containing those same terms.
Some studies also presented the average number of characters per term. In the Tumba! stud-
ies [17], this value was 6.99 in 2003 and 6.80 in 2004. 6.86 is the average number of characters
per term found in the SAPO study [10], but without function words, such as prepositions, pro-
nouns and articles, this number decreases to 6.18. These values can be useful to optimize index
structures [35] or to determine the length of the input text boxes in the interface (along with the
average characters per query).
3.2.3 Session analysis
The last level for analysis is the session one. As previously described in Chapter 2, a session is
a set of interactions that belong to the same user while attempting to satisfy an information need.
It is composed by one or more queries in a (usually) small amount of time. Two queries are in
the same session if they belong to the same searcher and the time between them is less than a
pre-defined temporal cut-off. Table 3.4 presents the results regarding the study for the average
number of queries per session in the analysed studies.
In all the studies, the percentage of one query per session is equal or bigger than 50%, except
for the Tumba! study in 2003, where only 40.73% of the sessions have a maximum of one query.
The higher value belongs to the 1998 AltaVista study, with 77.60%. However, it is discussed later
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Table 3.4: Queries per session, with percentages from the total number of sessions.
Studies 1 Query 2 Queries 3+ Queries Mean
AltaVista(1998) [19] 77.60% 13.50% 6.90% 2.02
Excite(1999) [22, 31] 60.40% 19.80% 19.80% 1.90
AlltheWeb(2002) [15] 59.00% 16.00% 25.00% 2.80
Tumba! (2003) [17] 40.73% 22.10% 37.13% 2.94
Tumba! (2004) [17] 49.52% 21.10% 29.38% 2.49
SAPO(2010) [10] 52.40% 19.15% 28.45% -
in the 2002 study [11] that the temporal cut-off used may have been too low. Another aspect to
conclude from Table 3.4 is the fact that, with the course of time, users seem to perform more
queries while trying to find the information they are looking for.
In terms of average session duration, the studies have very different results. The Portuguese
Web search studies, Tumba! and SAPO, have very similar average session durations. The 2003
Tumba! study has an average of 6 minutes and 31 seconds, while the subsequent study has an
average of 5 minutes [17]. Both the studies had a temporal cut-off of 30 minutes. Ribeiro presented
the average session duration for the SAPO search engine to be 5 minutes and 23 seconds, with a
temporal cut-off of 30 minutes [10]. Jansen and Spink reported an average duration of 2 hours
and 22 minutes for the 2001 AlltheWeb study [15]. A session delimiter temporal cut-off was not
used in this study, as in the 2002 AltaVista study by Jansen et al. [11], that presented an average
duration of 58 minutes and 10 seconds. He et al. [36] reported that the average Web session is
approximately 15 minutes.
Some studies also use another cut-off: a maximum number of queries per session. This cut-
off is necessary for researchers that wish to remove the searches performed by Web crawlers
(computer agents) from their dataset. Although there is not an infallible way to remove these
queries, a common task is to separate the sessions with more than 100 queries from the desired
dataset.
3.3 Mobile studies
In the last years, a new type of Web search studies has emerged. With the growing use of the
Internet by mobile devices (specially with smartphones and tablets in the last years), new studies
were conducted in order to understand the behaviour of the information searcher. More specifi-
cally, if the habits of the Web search engines users vary when they are using a general searching
device (i.e. a desktop computer) or a mobile device, such as a 12-key keypad cellphone, a PDA, a
smartphone, etc.
As it was conducted for general studies, a three level analysis will be done for mobile search
studies that were published in the last years. Table 3.5 presents some of these studies.
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Table 3.5: Main mobile search studies.
Studies Device Collected Date # Queries # Terms # Sessions
Google [1] 12-key cellphone 1-month @ 2005 ≈ 833,000 - -
Google [1] PDA 1-month @ 2005 ≈ 166,000 - -
General EU [6] All mobile devices 1 day @ 2005 ≈ 400,000 - ≈ 73,000
General EU [16] All mobile devices 7 days @ 2006 ≈ 6,000,000 - ≈ 700,000
Google [12] All mobile devices 1-month @ 2007 ≈ 1,000,000 - -
Yahoo! [13] All mobile devices August - September 2007 20,000,000 - -
Google [21] iPhone (smartphone) 35 days @ Summer 2008 150,000 - -
Yahoo! [37] All mobile devices March - April 2010 20,000,000 - -
The 2005 Google study [1] was the first reported study of Web searching habits on mobile
devices. It is mainly divided into two parts: analysis of search interactions, originated from the
USA, from 12-key keypad (traditional) cellphones and PDA devices. Since they are two different
devices (specially because of their keyboard and screen), it is almost mandatory to separate into
two "new" studies. A subsequent Google study was conducted in 2007 [12], comparing some
found results with the ones reported in 2005. Another Google study dates from 2008 [21] and it
compares searches performed from general cellphones with ones performed from iPhones. In this
case, the results from the iPhone part will be used to compare with the other studies.
A Yahoo! mobile study was conducted in 2007 [13] using a large number of sample queries
from the US, submitted by mobile devices. The devices’ type was not specified. However, the
queries were submitted using the URL http://m.yahoo.com. Another Yahoo! study was
conducted in 2010 [37], but its main focus were voice queries analysis and only presents a slight
comparison with the 2007 study. Finally, two major European studies were conducted. The first
one was performed in 2005 [6], analysing queries from more than 30 search engines. The subse-
quent study was conducted in 2006 [16] and the analysed dataset was composed by 32 European
search engines search logs, including Google and Yahoo!. The vast majority were submitted to
Google, which captured approximately 85% of mobile search activity.
3.3.1 Query analysis
While performing a query level analysis in mobile search studies, it is important to check the
average number of terms and characters of the queries stored in the dataset. Table 3.6 presents the
results found in some of the studies mentioned above.
The results clearly show that the type of device, specially its keyboard type, have influence in
the average query length. The studies that performed PDA and iPhone analysis (devices with a
QWERTY keyboard) have naturally an higher average number of terms and characters per query.
The iPhone values were compared with desktop ones in the same study [21]. The average number
of terms was found to be the same as in computer-based queries, with slightly fewer characters
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Table 3.6: Average number of terms and characters per query.
Studies Device Avg. number of terms Avg. number of characters
Google (2005) [1] 12-key cellphone 2.30 15.50
Google (2005) [1] PDA 2.70 17.50
General EU (2005) [6] All mobile devices 2.06 -
General EU (2006) [16] All mobile devices 2.20 13.40
Google (2007) [12] All mobile devices 2.56 16.80
Yahoo! (2007) [13] All mobile devices 2.35 13.73
Google (2008) [21] iPhone (smartphone) 2.93 18.25
per query. The other studies values presented at Table 3.6 seem to be slightly below the level
as previous general studies, such as the 2002 AltaVista [11] and the 2001 Excite studies [22].
Kamvar and Baluja [1] stated that the amount of effort required to enter a word on a typical
cellphone keypad is more than double the effort to enter a query on a QWERTY keyboard. Also,
in the same study, it was found that 17% of queries submitted from cellphones were URLs. On
the other hand, this value in PDA searches was only 2%. This indicates that users were using the
search engine as the "address bar" instead of using the cellphone’s browser. In an interesting study
about Japanese Web searches in the Yahoo! search engine, the average number of characters per
query was found to be near 8 [38], proving that the used language can have an important role in
these results.
In terms of query frequency distribution, the analysis concluded that the searches submitted
by PDAs or iPhones are much more diverse than the ones from traditional cellphones. A Yahoo!
study conducted on a 2010 dataset [37] concluded that mobile search queries have become much
more diverse, after a comparison with the previous study [13]. Figure 3.1 shows the graphic
for the query frequency distribution found by Kamvar and Baluja [1] for cellphones (XHTML),
PDA and desktop top 1000 queries. The top 1000 queries on cellphone Web searches account
for approximately 22% of all cellphone queries stored in the analysed dataset. For PDA queries,
the frequency distribution is much closer to the desktop one, where the top queries account for
only approximately 6% of all queries. One of the reasons presented by the authors to explain
these results is that people may have adapted their queries to those that return "usable" sites (Web
pages that will display well on the cellphones’ screen). On a subsequent 2007 Google study, the
same authors from the 2005 study concluded that the top 1000 queries on cellphone Web searches
accounted for 17% of all cellphone queries, representing an important decrease on query frequency
distribution for this type of device [12]. According to Kamvar et al. [21], iPhones query frequency
distribution (≈ 13%) is even more similar with the desktop one (≈ 10%). In Europe’s mobile
Web search, it appears the information needs is even less broadened, because the top 500 queries
correspond to 26% of all queries [16]. The lack of broadness in mobile search was referred in the
previous European study [6], although no quantitative results were presented.
Results for boolean or advanced queries are only shown by the first European mobile search
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Figure 3.1: Cumulative percentage of total searches accounted for by the top 1000 queries [1].
study [6], provided by the same authors of the 2006 one [16]. The study used a dataset from
2005 and concluded that only approximately 3% of all queries use boolean or advanced search
operators, being "+", "-" and "AND" the most used ones.
In terms of modified queries, only the 2005 Google study [1] and the European mobile search
studies [6, 16] present results regarding this subject. Within all consecutive queries submitted
from cellphones, 28.7% are considered a refinement of its previous query [1]. Kamvar and Baluja
consider a pair of consecutive queries to be a refinement if: 1) query-1 is a substring of query-2;
2) query-2 is a substring of query-1; 3) the edit distance between query-1 and query-2 is less than
half the length of query-2. This way, the probability that two queries are related with the same
information need increases. The percentage of modified queries for European mobile search ap-
parently decreased in one year: from 23% in 2005 [6] to just 14% [16] in 2006. However, for
identical queries, the scenario changes. There is an increase regarding this subject between the
two studies: 73% of all queries from European mobile search were identical queries [16] in 2006,
whereas this percentage for this analysis metric was 58% in 2005 [6]. Regarding Google’s cell-
phone queries [1], the percentage decreases even more: 31.7%. The high value for the European
studies can be related with the number of results displayed per page, since many of these identical
queries correspond to requests for another page of results. In mobile search it is usual the display
of fewer results per page.
Regarding result pages viewed, the 2005 Google study [1] provides different conclusions for
cellphone and PDA searches. Only 8.5% of all cellphone queries had at least one "more search
results" request, while for PDA queries this value dropped to 3.5%. The percentage for cellphone
queries increased to approximately 10% in a subsequent 2007 study [12]. For cellphone queries
that had at least one "more search results" request, the average number of requests viewed was
2.2, meaning that 3.2 search results pages were viewed per query. For PDA queries, the average
number of requests viewed was 1.9. According to Kamvar and Baluja, these results could be
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explained due to a bad interface design, on the traditional cellphone page, making users to confuse
the "Search" and the "Next" button. The European mobile search study from 2006 [16] presents
valuable information regarding the "success" and "failure" of a search. Church et al. shows that
60% of all sessions and 88% of all queries were lacking of result selections, meaning that result
lists were failing to attract searchers’ attention.
In terms of topical classification, only PDA and iPhone searches do not have the Adult category
(queries related with sex and pornography) as their top one. For PDA searches [1], the most
searched category is Local Services. The rest of the studies put Adult as their most searched
category, with queries such as "porn", "sex" and "free porn". Wireless search was still in a very
early stage when these studies were conducted and it probably followed the pattern of desktop
Web search in the early days [11] where a large portion of Adult queries were submitted. Another
possible reason for the high percentage of Adult queries is the fact that mobile devices are much
more personal and private devices than desktop computers. Maybe the percentage of this type of
query is declining, but it is only possible to answer that after new mobile search studies. The 2010
Yahoo! study [37] report that the users’ information needs are changing, with less queries related
to the Adult category. Instead, there is a significant increase of Local queries. These are also very
common on mobile search. Local searches consist, for instance, on a restaurant, gas station or
public attraction. Through a survey sent to Microsoft workers, Teevan et al. [39] concluded that
most users conduct a local search while they are inside a car/bus and the searches are performed in
a social context, meaning that the user is at least with one other person. Kamvar et al. [21] reported
that the percentage of Local searches could decrease in the future, given the rising usage of phone
applications (such as the iPhone Mobile Maps). People will tend to use these applications instead
of Web search to find local information.
It is also important to report the results of another type of mobile search: queries performed by
voice. The analysis of voice queries was conducted in a 2010 work, with a dataset from the Yahoo!
search engine [37]. The study reported interesting conclusions. A typical voice query was, on
average, one word longer than the average mobile search query. One reason for this finding is that
the searcher tends to pose queries that resemble natural language with many function words (such
as articles, pronouns, etc.). Another study regarding voice queries was performed by Kamvar
and Beeferman [40], who used a Google dataset. In this study, the authors concluded that the
majority of voice queries are made from devices with a traditional 12-key keyboard and the most
frequent searched topic is related to the users’ current location. However, the same study reports
a different conclusion from the one found on the described Yahoo! study: longer queries have a
higher probability of being typed than shorter ones. The authors explain that, for longer queries,
users have to remember the speech in an "articulatory buffer" prior to speaking.
3.3.2 Term analysis
In the mobile search studies consulted, none of them conducted an analysis at the term level. This
means that none presented results for term frequency distribution, percentage of unique terms, etc.
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Since these studies are the first ones from this specific area, it appears the major point of concern
was to analyse and compare the gathered data from the query and session levels.
3.3.3 Session analysis
Not many studies conducted an analysis at session level. Kamvar and Baluja found in their 2005
Google study [1] that the average number of queries per cellphone session was 1.6 (the temporal
cut-off used was 5 minutes). The PDA queries per session in the same study did not vary signifi-
cantly, surprisingly. However, both differ from published general studies in the previous section.
Figure 3.2 shows the distributions of the number of queries per session.
Figure 3.2: Queries per cellphone session in the 2005 Google study [1].
In the subsequent 2007 study [12], the same authors said that the number of queries per session
had increased more than 25% from 2005. Regarding this metric, perhaps the mobile users are
beginning to achieve the same behaviour seen on general studies. However, more studies are
necessary to validate this hypothesis.
The 2008 Google study [21], comparing desktop, iPhones and traditional mobile phones Web
searches, provides the average number of queries per session, for users that only had one session
in the dataset timespan. The iPhone and desktop results are similar (1.89 and 1.88, respectively),
while for mobile phones, the average was lower, as expected: 1.74 queries per session.
As for European studies, only the 2006 one provides some results regarding the session level.
The average session duration seen in the analysed dataset was approximately 14 minutes. In the
same study, it was concluded that the average number of sessions per user per day was approxi-
mately 1.5 sessions.
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3.4 Conclusions
After describing in more detail the related studies performed in this area, some conclusions are
presented in order to summarize this chapter. This chapter is divided into two types of studies:
general and mobile studies. It has become clear that the general (PC-based) studies are much more
complete than the mobile ones. An analysis framework, as presented by Jansen and Pooch [18],
can be observed, since the general studies are, in their vast majority, organized into three different
parts: query, term and session levels. As for mobile studies, this division is not perceived. The
majority of studies focus only on the query level. Some [1, 12, 21] also have a focus on session
level, but none of the consulted looked at the term level.
In summary, the main differences found between the two types of studies were the following:
• Query length is an important difference between general and mobile studies. It is slightly
shorter for mobile phone search, as expected. The differences are clear if the comparisons
are performed using studies originated from the same region (USA/Europe). However, the
searches from devices with a QWERTY keyboard, such as iPhones, have very similar values
to computer-based ones regarding this subject;
• The query frequency distribution also varies while considering the different types of devices.
Searches performed from personal computers or mobile devices with QWERTY keyboards
are much more diverse than the ones from traditional cellphones;
• Mobile search users tend to request more result pages per query. However, the reason for
this matter may be the reduced size of the screen, forcing Web search engines to provide
less results per page;
• The majority of mobile studies report Adult queries to be the most searched category. This
is similar to the early days of computer-based Web search. However, mobile devices with
QWERTY keyboards usually present different results. The 2005 Google study reported that
Local services was the most searched category for PDA devices [1]. Another study con-
cludes that there are no significant differences between the category distribution of queries
issued from iPhones and personal computers [21];
• Mobile users tend to perform less queries per session than general ones, specially if they are
using a 12-key keypad phone.
Although all these differences were found, it is vital the conduction of new mobile Web search
studies. Mobile devices are giving new possibilities to researchers to study how the user interacts
with technology. The rise of smartphones and tablets usage also means the rise of mobile operating
systems, such as Android and iOS. Therefore, the appearance of new applications in these devices
(such as video and audio retrieval applications) can, in some topics, replace Web search, producing
changes in user behaviour [30].
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There are still many questions which remain unanswered about mobile search. As previously
said, after the 2005 Google study [1], a subsequent study was performed two years later [12]. This
study shows that some values approach the ones seen in desktop studies, even if the differences
are still considerable. This happens due to the fact that the percentage of requests from PDAs in
the second dataset increased considerably. Therefore, it is worth thinking if mobile search patterns
will converge with the computer-based ones. Only new studies will be able to answer the question.
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Data preparation
4.1 Introduction
The last chapter consisted in a detailed analysis of previous TLA studies, divided into two groups:
general or mobile. A comparison between the most important studies was performed and some
conclusions were presented after the analysis. In this chapter there is a change of direction con-
cerning this dissertation. On the previous chapters an introduction was presented and some studies
made by other researchers compared. Starting from this chapter, a new study will be introduced,
presented and discussed. As previously stated, the main goal of this dissertation is to analyse a
SAPO dataset and provide the analysis results, with a special focus on queries submitted from mo-
bile devices, such as traditional mobile phones, smartphones or tablets. This chapter in particular
describes the data preparation phase of this study. Although on the vast majority of TLA studies
researchers do not explain how or if they filter the dataset from bots or spam queries, in this case
a more detailed preparation (in other words, bots and spam queries removal) was needed. During
the data preparation phase, several intermediate log files were created to improve efficiency and
remove unwanted or useless information. Also during this phase, several datasets were used in or-
der to test the developed scripts. Firstly, a sample of the 2010 SAPO dataset used by Ribeiro [10]
was used. After a few weeks, a new dataset of 2013, with one month of submitted queries, was
used. During this time, some work had to be redone, since the search log files’ structure of the
2013 dataset had some differences when compared with the 2010 dataset structure and new bots
had appeared in the collection. Some scripts were updated to comply with the new text structure.
Finally, the 2013 dataset was extended for another month to create the final analysed dataset. In
the end, the total number of queries transported to the analysis phase that "survived" the filtering
is presented, with a division made between mobile and desktop queries.
4.2 Original dataset
As previously said in Chapter 1, the main goal of this dissertation was to analyse a dataset from
the SAPO search engine, specially the queries submitted from mobile devices. In this case, the
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1 <notification xmlns="http://uri.sapo.pt/schemas/sapo/notification.xsd"><timestamp>
20130314131725</timestamp><event><query xmlns="http://uri.sapo.pt/schemas/
pesquisa/query.xsd">
2 <ip>xx.xxx.xx.xx</ip>
3 <date>20130314131724</date>
4 <browser>Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0;
chromeframe/25.0.1364.172; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; Media Center
PC 4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; InfoPath.2; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR
3.5.30729; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E)</browser>
5 <keywords>software faturacao</keywords>
6 <city>Estoril</city>
7 <country>PT</country>
8 <query>http://pesquisa.sapo.pt:3080/?barra=resumo&amp;location=pt&amp;format=html&
amp;q=software+fatura%C3%A7ao&amp;st=local</query>
9 </query></event></notification>
Listing 4.1: Example of a query in the original dataset.
original dataset consisted of approximately 94 million queries. These were submitted in the year
2013, between March 14th and May 16th (approximately two months). The information was
stored in a compressed file of approximately 9 Gigabytes. The file had the structure of a markup
language, such as XML or HTML. Each recorded query was bounded by a notification tag. Each
notification had an inner query tag that represented a different query and, inside that same query
tag, other tags presented information about a given query. Listing 4.1 shows some of the tags and
their content, that represent a submitted query into the SAPO search engine.
The fields used in this study were the following:
• ip: the content in this field is the IP address of the machine/device used by the searcher to
submit his/her query;
• date: this field stores the date when the query was submitted;
• browser: the browser field stores the user-agent string that identifies the browser or the
device where the query was submitted;
• keywords: the content of the query submitted by the searcher;
• city: the city where the user entered the query;
• country: the country where the user entered the query.
The city and country fields are dependant on the IP address. Since their content depends on the
Internet Service Provider (ISP), it cannot be guaranteed that the data (specially in the city field) is
correct. The ip and date fields are the only fields that are always not empty in the entire dataset
(they always have content). This type of empty fields’ verification was also performed in the 2010
SAPO study [10], where the same results were reported. Just like the same study, a lot of queries
were removed due to the bot and spam filtering, before the analysis phase.
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1 find Logs/ | grep ".gz$" | xargs gzcat | perl -X Scripts/FilterScripts/
extractMobileQueries.pl
2 cat sessionFile.txt | perl -X CountryDistribution.pl | R --slave -f
CountryDistribution.R
Listing 4.2: Examples of bash commands with pipes.
4.3 Detailed preparation
Firstly, a decision on how to conduct the analysis was imperative. Jansen [2] proposed a methodol-
ogy using a database to store all the queries and extract the wanted information using SQL queries,
for instance. Another way to conduct the analysis, described by Jansen and used by Ribeiro [10],
was to use text-processing scripts, since the great majority of transaction logs are stored in ASCII
text files. The latter method was chosen, since as Ribeiro [10] stated, the preparation work takes
less time if UNIX commands and text scripts were used together.
The scripting language chosen to help in this kind of work was Perl. This language makes the
parsing and extraction of the logs’ data easier. Since the log files have a very clear data structure,
the data can be easily reached and extracted using regular expressions. Perl integrates regular
expressions into the syntax of the core language itself, proving to be a great asset. However,
Perl scripts were only a part of the followed methodology and workflow. In this study, UNIX
commands were used to link important parts of the work. Anonymous pipelines were a big part
of the data preparation and analysis phases. A pipeline is simply a set of processes (in this case,
running scripts) chained by their standard streams. If a process1 is linked with a pipe to a process2,
the standard output of process1 would be the standard input of process2. If process2 is linked with
process3 then the output of process2 would be the input of process3, and so on. Many scripts were
linked by pipes to produce cleared datasets and/or concrete analysis results in just one line. Bash
scripts were also used in both the preparation and analysis phases to run several commands at the
same time. In the analysis phase, R scripts were also used to produce statistical results. R is a
programming language widely used by data miners and statisticians to develop statistical software
and data analysis.
Listing 4.2 presents some UNIX commands used in this study in two different situations. The
first line regards the preparation phase while the second regards the analysis phase. The first line is
the command responsible for the first phase of the original dataset filtering, which will be described
in this document in the following subsection, while the second is the command responsible for
extracting from the sessions file (also described later in this chapter) the distribution of queries per
country. In both commands, the data I/O between scripts is achieved by using anonymous pipes
(represented by the ’|’ character).
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4.3.1 Bots removal
The first phase of the preparation work consisted on checking the format of the original dataset
markup structure and removing the queries submitted by bots. Some of the problems found with
the search logs in the 2010 SAPO study [10] were also found in this new dataset. Sometimes the
keywords field ended with a new line character and not with the field’s closing tag, as expected. In
these cases, the new line character was removed and the content of the query would only terminate
if the keywords closing tag was found. Some queries’ content also had information about the
taxonomy (for example, taxonomy:TOP/DESPORTO). This type of content was removed from
the queries that possessed it, by using regular expressions. For instance, if a query consisted of
the keywords "taxonomy:TOP/DESPORTO porto", it would be shortened to only "porto". If the
taxonomy information was the only content found in a query’s keywords, then this was considered
an empty query, since no other terms were present. Regarding the other fields contained in the
original dataset structure, only the date and ip fields did not have a single empty content field. The
other fields presented empty content in several queries.
The next step in this data preparation’s first phase was to remove the queries performed by non-
human user agents, commonly known as bots or Web crawlers. A crawler is an Internet bot that
is frequently browsing the World Wide Web for the purpose of Web indexing. This is used mainly
by Web search engines to update their Web content. This type of task is very difficult to perform,
since one cannot guarantee that all the bot-related queries were removed or that all removed queries
actually belong to non-human agents. One can test if the query was submitted by a Web crawler
by matching the browser field’s user-agent content with some well-known bots. Some user-agents
were immediately removed in the beginning, since many of them had the words "bot", "crawler" or
"spider" contained in the user-agent string. The rest of the content in the browser fields contained
in the dataset were tested using two Web sites [41, 42]. If none of the Web sites confirmed that a
certain user-agent was a Web crawler, the user-agent would be compared to the list of bots created
by Ribeiro [10] in 2010. After this analysis, a list of regular expressions was created to test whether
a given user-agent was a bot. This list is presented in the Table A.1 of Appendix A.
While the user-agent strings were being tested to check if the query belonged to a non-human
searcher, the original dataset was also being divided into two new datasets. Since the main goal of
this dissertation is to present some results regarding mobile Web searches, the original dataset was
divided into a mobile dataset and a desktop dataset. As the names clearly say, the mobile dataset
correspond to the queries submitted from any mobile device, while the desktop dataset correspond
to the queries submitted from personal computers. By checking the user-agent strings contained
in the original dataset after removing the unwanted bot queries, a new list of regular expressions
was created. This list contains the regular expressions used to check whether a given user-agent
belongs to a query submitted from a mobile device. The list can be seen in Table A.2 of Appendix
A. It contains several regular expressions regarding the name of device, its operating system, etc.
The queries whose user-agent did not match the bot or mobile devices’ list, including queries with
the empty browser field, were considered desktop queries.
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1 <query>
2 <date>20130314225432</date>
3 <ip>xx.xxx.xxx.xxx</ip>
4 <browser>Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 5_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/534.46 (KHTML
, like Gecko) Version/5.1 Mobile/9B206 Safari/7534.48.3</browser>
5 <keywords>gmail</keywords>
6 <city>Lisboa</city>
7 <country>PT</country>
8 <device>Tablet</device>
9 </query>
Listing 4.3: Example of a query in the intermediate queries file.
After the removal of bots and the division made between mobile and desktop queries, two new
files were created: one for the mobile dataset and another for the desktop one. Each query from
each file has a similar structure to the original dataset. It is similar to a markup language such as
XML. Listing 4.3 shows how a query is represented in the file.
At the end of the first phase, the amount of mobile queries extracted accounted for 1.5% of
the total number of queries of the original dataset. The total number of desktop queries accounted
for 68.6% of all queries. Counting only the extracted queries and using their sum, mobile queries
accounted for 2.1% of the extracted queries. Queries submitted by bots or crawlers corresponded
to approximately 30% of the total original dataset.
4.3.2 Sessions creation
Since the analysis was divided into three different levels, all described in Chapter 2, the main goal
of this data preparation phase was to produce a single text file to be used with data extraction
scripts to create the wanted statistics and graphics. To be able to use only a single text file where
all queries are stored in the whole process, one has to create a file where the queries are divided
and ordered by search session. This was the followed method in order to achieve the goal of this
phase.
Although bot queries were removed in the first data preparation phase, the whole dataset (mo-
bile and desktop queries’ files) was still not cleared from many unwanted query registers. The
following list shows the four types of queries that were removed in this second phase to further
clear the whole dataset from unwanted queries that could interfere with the analysis’ results:
• Empty queries: queries whose content (keywords field) was empty. In the first phase, the
queries that did not have any content in the keywords field, had only the word "EMPTY" in
the respective place (as other empty fields, such as city or country) in the new queries’ file
showed in Listing 4.3;
• Repeated queries: a subsequent query that had the same ip, date and keywords of a previous
query;
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• +100 Queries sessions: queries that belonged to search sessions that had more than 100
queries. This threshold value is used in many studies [2, 10]. Searchers that submit more
than 100 queries in a certain time interval are probably bots or spammers.
• Spam queries: queries that were submitted in a very short period of time, usually with the
same keywords, by the same searcher.
The first three types of unwanted queries, described in the previous list, are easy to remove
from the new datasets outputted in the first preparation phase. However, spam queries are very
hard to find and remove. This was perhaps the biggest challenge and the most difficult part in
the whole dissertation, since there is no guarantee that all removed queries were indeed spam and
that few spam queries remained in the dataset. The vast majority of previous TLA studies do not
mention any work for spam queries removal. Ribeiro [10], working on a 2010 SAPO dataset, did
not also report any work in this area. By ordering and printing the most common queries in the
mobile and desktop datasets, one could spot some queries that were very unlikely to be present
in the most frequent queries in both datasets. More tests were performed in order to understand
if those queries were indeed spam, specially regarding the time difference between them. After
those tests, a list of regular expressions for the keywords content was created. Some IP addresses
were also registered and added to the list, since it was plausible to assume that, after the performed
analysis, queries submitted from those addresses were spam. If the query’s keywords or IP address
matched any regular expression on the list, the query would be removed and would be considered
spam. Table 4.1 presents the total number of queries after this second stage of filtering.
Table 4.1: Results of the second phase of filtering.
Types % Mobile dataset % Desktop dataset ∆
Empty Queries 6.67% 1.49% -5.18%
Repeated Queries 35.34% 10.33% -25.01%
+100 Session Queries 18.07% 21.29% +3.22%
Spam Queries 16.11% 52.19% +36.08%
Total 76.19% 85.30% +9.11%
The difference of percentage of repeated and spam queries between both datasets is due to the
fact that a great number of spam queries were also repeated queries. While a big part of repeated
queries were first "caught" and removed in the spam filter on the desktop dataset, the same did not
happen in the mobile dataset, hence the great percentage of removed repeated queries. The removal
of spam considerably decreases the final number of to-be analysed queries of both datasets. Only
approximately 24% of the mobile queries that come from the first phase of filtering advanced to
the analysis stage. The decrease in the desktop dataset was even higher with only approximately
15% of queries advancing. The final number of mobile queries to be analysed was more than
300,000. As for the desktop dataset, the total number of queries was approximately 9,4 million.
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1 1925>>>xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx>>>20130509101450>>>Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0;
Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/6.0; MATM)>>>empowerment como ferramenta
organizacional de motivacao>>>EMPTY>>>EMPTY>>>Desktop
2
3 1925>>>xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx>>>20130509101528>>>Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0;
Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/6.0; MATM)>>>empowerment como ferramenta
organizacional de motivacao portugal>>>EMPTY>>>EMPTY>>>Desktop
4
5 1925>>>xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx>>>20130509101647>>>Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0;
Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/6.0; MATM)>>>empowerment como ferramenta
organizacional de motivacao portugal>>>EMPTY>>>EMPTY>>>Desktop
Listing 4.4: Example of a session in the final sessions file.
After the removal of the rest of unwanted queries, the next step would be the creation of
sessions and printing the output of this task to a text file. Firstly, each query was transformed
in another format and put in an intermediate file. Each query was transformed in a single line
where the content for each field was separated by the string ">>>". Given that the first field
of each line was the IP address, the sort UNIX command, due to its efficiency, was used to sort
the intermediate file by IP, grouping all queries by their searcher. Finally, the final step was the
creation of sessions. As previously said in Chapter 2, a session is a searching episode between
the searcher and the search engine, when usually the user submits a certain amount of queries
(one or more). Two queries belong to the same session if they are separated by a certain temporal
value that is shorter than a temporal cut-off. This cutoff varies from study to study but it is usually
between 5 and 30 minutes. In this study, the cut-off value is 5 minutes, since it is the most common
value in mobile Web searching studies [1, 21]. By sorting the queries for each IP address by date,
the session creation became much easier. The final file consisted of a similar format to that of the
intermediate one. The only difference was the first field. That was reserved for the session number
that belonged to the query. Listing 4.4 shows an example of a searching session with three queries.
As can be seen, a line is a query submitted by the user and first value is the session number. A
query is separated from the previous one by a smaller value than the temporal cut-off of 5 minutes
(the date has a YearMonthDayHourMinutesSeconds format).
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the methodology followed in this study was described to the detail. From the
original dataset, stored in a compressed file of about 9 Gigabytes, the workflow ended in a simple
text file, ordered by searching sessions, to be used by Perl and R scripts to extract data to produce
the statistics presented in the next chapter. During the data preparation, two distinct phases can
be seen. The first phase removes the queries submitted by Web crawlers and bots, and splitting
the original dataset into two different datasets: the mobile and desktop datasets, whose queries
come from mobile devices and personal computers, respectively. The second phase removes more
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queries from the datasets, with special focus to spam queries. This was perhaps the most chal-
lenging part of the study, because there is no guarantee that all the removed queries are indeed
spam and that the datasets are 100% clear from bots and spam related queries. The queries were
then outputted to a file with a different format. The file that resulted from the first phase from
data preparation had a similar format to that of the original one: a markup language such as XML.
The final sessions file had a query per line format. This way a large amount of unnecessary data
(such as tags) was removed and also made easier the creation of sessions, adding the number of
the session to each query in the beginning of each line.
At the end, the number of mobile and desktop queries that were analysed were much lower
than the original dataset size. The total number of queries analysed was approximately 10 million,
which represented 10.44% of the total original dataset and 14.9% of the total number of queries
that transited from the first to the second filtering stage.
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5.1 Introduction
After the description of the followed methodology in this dissertation, this chapter will present the
results found during the study. As previously said in this document, the aim of this dissertation is to
analyse a whole dataset from the SAPO search engine, with a special focus on queries performed
on mobile devices, comparing the findings with previous studies and also an analysis of desktop
queries extracted from the same original SAPO dataset.
This chapter is structured into four different sections. The first three sections correspond to
the query, term and session level analysis, respectively. These levels of analysis were previously
explained in Chapter 2. The last section regards query categorization, where it will be possible
to understand the most popular topics and categories for SAPO web searchers, as well as the
differences between mobile and desktop popular search topics.
5.2 Query level analysis
5.2.1 Top-level analysis
As previously stated in the final paragraph of the last chapter, the total number of queries anal-
ysed in this study was approximately 10 million. These are the queries that passed through the
bot and spam filters in the described workflow. This value is reached by adding the number of
mobile and desktop queries. With the absolute values, it was possible to calculate the percentage
of the complete dataset relative to mobile searching. Mobile queries represented about 3.48% of
the total number of queries. Although there is a big discrepancy between the size of the mobile
dataset compared with desktop one, the number of mobile queries were sufficient to provide ac-
curate results about Web mobile searching, since there were still hundreds of thousands of queries
submitted from mobile devices.
Since there are several different types of mobile devices, it would be important to distinguish
them. In order to understand what kind of mobile devices are SAPO Web mobile searchers using,
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Table 5.1 shows the percentage of total mobile searches that account for each type of mobile
device.
Table 5.1: Percentage of queries for each type of mobile device.
Device type % of mobile queries
Tablet 48.65%
Smartphone 40.45%
Traditional phones 10.90%
This analysis was divided into three big groups of devices: tablets, a type of device that became
very popular in the last couple of years; smartphones, the sales leader in the European mobile
phone market [7]; and, finally, the traditional mobile phones. Any device that did not suit the first
two types, such as videogame portable consoles, would enter the final one, since queries submitted
from portable consoles were very rare. At this stage, it was also important to make sure which
mobile devices would suit the smartphone category. Some of them were obvious, such as iPhones
(with the iOS operating system) and mobile phones with the Android or Windows Phone operating
systems. In this study, Blackberry phones were also considered to be smartphones. Although
every phone with Nokia’s Symbian operating system was considered to be a smartphone in the
first decade of this century, the rise of iOS and Android has somewhat changed that conception.
These last two mobile operating systems have introduced a new paradigm for smartphones. Given
this situation, Nokia has changed their mobile phone’s primary operating system to Windows
Phone [43], dropping the Symbian OS development. In this study, the Symbian mobile phones are
considered traditional phones.
Without great surprise, the great majority of mobile searches performed on the SAPO search
engine, come from either a tablet or a smartphone device. These devices provide the user a much
more pleasant user experience in many tasks, including Web searching and Web browsing, since
it is much easier to type a search or a URL, not to mention how the user visualizes the resulting
Web page. Since the dataset covers a period of about two months, between mid-March and mid-
May of 2013, it is also expected that the most used mobile device type to enter a query into the
SAPO search engine is the tablet. During March, according to Adobe’s Digital Index [44], global
Websites were getting more traffic from tablets than smartphones (8% against 7%, respectively).
A further mobile device analysis can be performed, specially within the tablet and smartphone
types. Table 5.2 presents the different types of tablets found on the dataset. As the table shows,
approximately 97% of all tablet queries are from Apple’s tablet device, the iPad, that uses the
iOS as its operating system. Tablets that have the Android mobile operating system only account
for 2.32% of all tablet queries. This huge gap is a surprise, since according to the International
Data Corporation (IDC), it is expected that during 2013, Android tablets’ market share will hit
60% [45], with iPad’s share dropping to around 40%. In this dataset, there was also some queries
made from Blackberry’s PlayBook and HP’s tablets. However, the total number of queries from
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these two devices do not even reach 1% of all tablet queries. Table 5.3 presents the different types
of smartphones found on the dataset.
Table 5.2: Percentage of queries for each type of tablet.
Tablet type % of tablet queries
iOS 97.02%
Android OS 2.32%
Blackberry PlayBook 0.62%
HP Tablet 0.04%
Table 5.3: Percentage of queries for each type of smartphone.
Smartphone type % of smartphone queries
Android OS 75.79%
iOS 20.90%
Blackberry 1.80%
Windows Phone 1.52%
Total is not 100% due to rounding.
The top two smartphone types are, as expected, smartphones with the Android and iOS op-
erating system (the iPhone). These account for about 97% of the total smartphone dataset. The
order seen in Table 5.3 is similar to the order of the table that represents the share of smartphone
subscribers in the United States, in a study made by comScore [46]. In that study, however, the
difference between Android mobile devices and iOS devices is much lower. In that case, there is
only a difference of 13%.
The temporal query distribution was also analysed in this study. The hourly and weekly dis-
tribution give the researchers important data to answer questions related to this temporal matter.
Figure 5.1 shows graphically the hourly distribution for the mobile and desktop datasets, com-
paring the percentages from each hour with the each dataset’s mean. One will find some hourly
patterns while analysing the two separate lines, regarding mobile and desktop queries. It is not a
surprise that the desktop hourly distribution reaches a peak during the day. Many people working
with personal computers are expected to make queries in the search engine during labour. On the
other hand, mobile hourly distribution reaches its peak between 9 p.m. and 10 p.m. where 9.88%
of the total mobile queries are performed during that time span. In fact, more than 30% of mobile
queries are entered between 8 p.m. and 12 p.m. Outside labour time (8 a.m. until 6 p.m.), although
the number of desktop queries are much bigger than mobile queries, in terms of each dataset per-
centage, the mobile percentage is bigger than the desktop one. The results found in the mobile
sub dataset can be compared to a Google study about mobile searching [47]. The mobile hourly
distribution is fairly accurate, since the lowest point stands between 4 a.m. and 5 a.m. (1.03% of
all mobile queries) and the highest point, as previously said, is during the evening. There’s also an
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increase of mobile queries as the day progresses. All these facts are according with the findings
of the Google study. A comparison can be made between the desktop hourly distribution found in
this study and the one described by Ribeiro in another SAPO study [10], since the great majority
of the analysed queries in that study are from personal computers. The differences between the
two distributions are also minimal and the graphics’ shape looks very similar. The lowest point is
the same (5 a.m. to 6 a.m.) and the highest point is also between the afternoon. The desktop’s and
the SAPO study’s hourly distribution differ from the AOL study [32], where there is an upward
tendency from 6 a.m. until 9 p.m. The highest percentage is between 9 and 10 p.m. and the lowest
percentage is between 5 and 6 a.m. It is worth mentioning that the AOL study worked with queries
submitted from the United States, a different regional background from this study.
Figure 5.1: Hourly distribution for the mobile and desktop datasets.
Figure 5.2 shows the hourly distribution for each kind of mobile device. Smartphones and
tablets have a very similar distribution throughout the 24 hours. The same is not visible for the tra-
ditional mobile phones. The queries submitted from these devices are much more well distributed
throughout the day.
Figure 5.3 presents the weekly distribution for both datasets. Here, the differences could not
be more visible. Desktop search users into queries the SAPO search engine specially during work
days. The peak is between Monday and Tuesday. These two days account for 33.11% of total
desktop queries. The amount of queries during weekends are low compared to the other days.
Saturday and Sunday queries account only for 20.68% of all desktop queries, with the minimum
amount being reached on Saturday. Ribeiro’s SAPO study [10] confirms some of these results.
In that study, the weekday mean query frequency has a downward tendency from Monday until
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Figure 5.2: Hourly distribution for each type of mobile device.
Figure 5.3: Weekly distribution for the mobile and desktop datasets.
Sunday. The only main difference is that the minimum is only reached on Sunday, instead of
Saturday. Both these studies differ again from the AOL study [32], where the highest percentage
of queries was reported to be on a Sunday and the lowest percentage was on a Friday. Regarding
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mobile queries, the results are much different. The maximum percentage for mobile queries is
seen on Sunday (16.50%), reaching a minimum percentage on Friday (12.95%). From there, the
percentage rises again until Sunday. Mobile search users seem to use the SAPO search engine
a little bit more on the weekends, than during the week days. The percentage of Saturday and
Sunday queries correspond to more than 31.10% of the total mobile dataset.
Figure 5.4 shows the same distribution for the different kinds of mobile devices. One can ob-
serve that the tablet and smartphone distribution look very similar again, just like the hourly distri-
bution. However, there is a big difference regarding traditional cellphones distribution. The above-
average percentages of submitted queries are situated on some work days (Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday) and not on weekends.
Figure 5.4: Weekly distribution for each type of mobile device.
Another interesting metric to analyse is the searcher’s location. More specifically the city and
country of the searcher when he enters the query. Using the SAPO original dataset, this can be
achieved by extracting the content of the city and country fields. These fields were extracted to
the new sessions file, as previously described in Chapter 4. However, not every registered query
had content in, at least, one of those fields. In that case, the query was exported to the sessions file
with the word "EMPTY" in the field where no content was found. Although the data accuracy can
not be guaranteed (because of proxy use, for instance), the data extracted from the city and country
fields must be reported. Table 5.4 shows the top ten cities that were present on the dataset. The
table is divided in two: mobile queries and desktop queries. About 35.8% of mobile queries did
not have any value stored in the city field. Desktop queries without city content stood for 24.43%
of the total dataset. The 2010 SAPO study [10] reported a value of only 12% for this subject. It is
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important to refer that the city stored in a query could not be the actual city where the query was
entered, since the content depends on the Internet Service Provider (ISP). Ribeiro, in his SAPO
study [10], compared the top ten cities, with the most populated Portuguese cities, according to a
2006 estimation. Comparing the table with the recent 2011 Census [48] results, a similar analysis
can also be conducted. For the mobile dataset, the cities shown in the table and that are part of the
top ten most populated cities in Portugal are: Lisbon, Amadora, Porto, Sintra and Loures. With
respect to the desktop dataset, one extra city must be added to the list: Almada. It should be noted
that the 10th most frequent city in the mobile dataset was Paris, capital of France. It was the most
frequent non-Portuguese city in the dataset. However, such might not be a big surprise, since there
are a considerable number of Portuguese immigrants living in that city.
Table 5.5, on the other hand, shows the top ten countries stored for both datasets. Although,
as expected, the main country stored in the dataset is Portugal, some differences were found in
the rest of the top ten. Regarding the mobile dataset, 27.72% of all queries did not have anything
stored in the country field. The big surprise in the top ten countries for the mobile dataset is the
presence of Kuwait in the 4th position. Splitting the mobile dataset into its three different kinds
of devices, it was noticeable that the vast majority of the queries submitted from Kuwait were
from traditional cellphones, not tablets or smartphones. This result might indicate that some spam
queries were not removed in the data preparation phase. However by looking into the queries’
fields no strange pattern was detected. The 4th and 5th most frequent countries in the traditional
phones sub dataset is Angola and Mozambique, respectively. Since these countries are poorer than
Portugal, the users from this area submit their queries using traditional phones and not high-end
devices such as a tablet or a smartphone. On the desktop dataset, 17.86% of all queries had no
country. The percentage regarding queries from Portugal increases in comparison with the mobile
dataset.
Table 5.4: Cities with most queries on the dataset.
Desktop dataset Mobile dataset
City % Queries City % Queries
Lisbon 23.29% Lisbon 20.93%
Porto 4.49% Amadora 3.64%
Carnaxide 2.14% Carnaxide 2.65%
Coimbra 1.64% Porto 2.62%
Sintra 1.50% Faro 2.47%
Amadora 1.44% Sintra 1.99%
Loures 1.26% Coimbra 1.90%
Almada 1.21% Águeda 1.85%
Maia 1.18% Loures 1.64%
Aveiro 0.99% Paris 1.63%
Total 39.14% Total 41.32%
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Table 5.5: Countries with most queries on the dataset.
Desktop dataset Mobile dataset
City % Queries City % Queries
Portugal 81.74% Portugal 71.01%
USA 3.77% France 6.15%
Brazil 2.46% United States 3.52%
France 1.81% Kuwait 2.94%
Spain 1.69% Switzerland 2.37%
United Kingdom 0.72% United Kingdom 2.07%
Canada 0.71% Brazil 1.96%
Germany 0.65% Canada 1.06%
Switzerland 0.62% Germany 0.91%
China 0.59% Luxembourg 0.83%
Total 94.76% Total 92.82%
5.2.2 Low-level analysis
Table 5.6: General statistics regarding terms per query and characters per query (with function
words).
Metrics Desktop dataset Mobile dataset
Mean terms per query 2.67 2.23
Mean terms per unique query 5.19 3.08
Mean characters per query 16.99 13.96
Mean characters per unique query 33.28 19.66
In this subsection, the extracted data was examined, in terms of length, variety and content of
mobile and desktop queries. One of the main goals in this type of study, was to present the mean
number of terms per query and characters per query. These results are presented in Table 5.6. The
values presented at the table are for queries with function words. Function words, as described
by Ribeiro [10], are common words stored in a dataset. Such words usually contain prepositions,
pronouns, articles, etc. A table with the list of function words used in this study can be seen in the
Table A.3 of the Appendix A. This list was used during the study to remove terms from queries
when an analysis without function words was needed (for example, the most frequent terms in a
dataset). The list was created by looking at the top 500 terms of both datasets. A term would enter
the list if it complied with the above definition. After this analysis, the list was compared with
the table of function words in the 2010 SAPO study [10]. Common words that were present in
that table and were not present in this study’s list were also added. The final list is very similar
to the 2010 one. As expected by analysing previous studies in Chapter 3, mobile queries have on
average less terms per query than desktop ones. In this study, the mean number of terms per query
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for mobile queries was 2.23 (1.96 without function words), while this value for desktop queries
increased to 2.67 terms per query (2.26 without function words). The average number of terms per
query for mobile queries complies with the European mobile search study of 2006 [16]. In this
study, the mean number of terms per query was 2.20. All the other mobile studies described in
Chapter 3 reported a higher mean. Comparing with previous general studies, one can find similar
values for the Tumba! studies in 2003 and 2004 (2.17 and 2.21, respectively) [17]. For different
types of mobile devices, the results also vary. The mean number of terms per query for tablet
devices is 2.28 (1.97 without function words), while the smartphone queries averaged only 2.12
(1.88 without function words) terms, far from the mean found in a 2008 Google study for iPhone
queries: 2.93 [21]. The higher mean for tablet devices was expected, since it is much easier
for a searcher to input the query in a device with a larger input keyboard. However, the biggest
surprise was the mean for traditional cellphones. In these devices, the average number of terms
per query was 2.47 (2.17 without function words), an even bigger average than the one found on
tablet queries. Regarding desktop queries, the average number of terms per query is higher than
the ones found in the other Portuguese general studies [17, 10]. In the 2010 SAPO study, where
possibly the great majority of queries were submitted from personal computers, the mean was 2.31
(2.03 without function words), a little lower than the value found for desktop queries. In fact, of
all major general studies presented in Chapter 3, only the AOL study presented a bigger average
value: 2.70. After a comparison with previous mobile studies, it is possible to verify that this mean
is still lower than some reported in a couple of studies [21, 1].
Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of terms per query for both datasets, divided into queries with
function words and queries without function words. The same pattern is seen in both figures. As
expected, the percentage of mobile queries with one or two terms is higher without function words
than with them (75.89% vs. 69.26%, respectively). Approximately 50% of all desktop queries
had only one term, even if function words were not removed from the dataset. This percentage is
higher than previous general studies have shown. Only Ribeiro in the SAPO study [10] reported
that more than 40% of all dataset queries had only one term in its content.
In terms of characters per query, the average number for the mobile dataset was 13.96 (13.07
without function words). This value is close to that of the European mobile search study of
2006 [16], where the mean was 13.40. As for the other major mobile studies, the mean num-
ber of characters per query is higher than the one calculated in this study, except the 2007 Yahoo!
study [13]. The longest mobile query had 508 characters, while 10.32% of all mobile queries had
only 2 characters in its content. Splitting the dataset in device types, the results did not change
much. The biggest percentage was spotted where queries had 10 characters. Tablet queries pre-
sented the higher average number of characters per query: 14.41 (13.43 without function words).
Traditional cellphone’s average number of characters per query was slightly below 14: 13.97
(13.02 without function words). Smartphone queries had the lowest average with 13.41 characters
per query (12.65 without function words). Desktop queries averaged 16.99 characters per query
(15.71 without function words), which is significantly higher than the mobile counterpart. The
longest desktop query had 5,017 characters in its content. Figure 5.6 shows the distribution of
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(a) Mobile dataset. (b) Desktop dataset.
Figure 5.5: Distribution of terms per query for both datasets.
characters per query for the mobile and desktop datasets. The mobile dataset presents more signif-
icant variations along the graphic. Approximately 13.50% of all mobile queries had 10 characters
in their content. As for the desktop dataset, 9.15% of all queries had only 2 characters.
Figure 5.6: Distribution of characters per query for both datasets.
It is also interesting to verify the total percentage of unique queries and the query frequency
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distribution for both datasets. Query frequency distribution, as described previously in this docu-
ment, is the percentage of the total number of queries that belong to the set of the top N queries.
28.22% of the total number of queries of the mobile dataset were unique queries, queries that
are different from all other in the same dataset. From this dataset, tablet queries had the biggest
percentage of unique queries (30.91%) against 28.64% and 22.11% of smartphone and cellphone
queries, respectively. The top 1000 unique queries of the mobile dataset correspond to 44.39% of
the total number of queries. This means that, if the top 1000 unique queries were stored in cache,
the search engine could respond to approximately 44% of all mobile queries. Traditional mobile
phones had the biggest percentage regarding this query frequency distribution. It corresponded to
almost 74.11% of all queries, while for smartphones this value was 52.58% and for tablets 43.58%.
These values are much higher than the ones found on the 2005 Google study [1]. However, the
total number of queries from the same Google study was much larger. In that study, 22% of all
cellphone queries corresponded to the top 1000 unique queries. The authors claimed that those
results were due to the fact that people may have adapted their queries to return "usable" sites,
restraining the searching options. As for desktop queries, the percentage of unique queries was
25.13% and the top 1000 unique queries corresponded to 39.32% of all queries.
Some studies reported that mobile search queries have become more diverse [37]. The analysis
on the SAPO dataset proves that theory since the percentage of mobile unique queries is higher
than the percentage of desktop unique queries. Only traditional phones present a lower percentage
of unique queries when compared with the desktop dataset. In this case, just like in the 2005
Google study [1], searchers might be adapting their queries to return "usable" Web sites. Figure
5.7 shows the cumulative distribution of queries for the mobile and desktop datasets. This type of
graphic was already presented in some studies, specially in the Portuguese TLA studies [10, 17].
From looking at the graph, it is possible to conclude that, by storing approximately 50% of the
most frequent unique queries in cache, the search engine could respond to more than 80% of all
mobile queries. On the other hand, for desktop queries, 22.93% of the most frequent queries would
match approximately 80% of all dataset. This complies the results presented by Ribeiro [10],
where the search engine, with 20% of the most frequent unique queries, could deal with 80% of
all queries in the dataset. Costa and Silva, in their Tumba! study [17], showed that 80% of all
queries could be reached with 60% of the most frequent unique queries. Figure 5.8 shows the
cumulative distribution of queries for the different kinds of mobile devices. There is not much
difference between the types, although for the same percentage of unique queries, the tablet sub
dataset presented always a smaller percentage of all queries that belonged to that specific set.
Regarding boolean queries, an analysis was also conducted and results on the mobile and
desktop dataset were compared. Just like any other major search engine, SAPO has advanced
(boolean) operators, to help searchers refine their queries. The operators [49] used by the SAPO
search engine are the following:
• AND: The search engine looks for all pages that are related all the terms. For example,
when the search engine receives the query "futebol AND porto", it looks for all the pages
that are related with "futebol" and "porto";
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Figure 5.7: Cumulative distribution of queries for the mobile and desktop datasets.
Figure 5.8: Cumulative distribution of queries for the different kinds of mobile devices.
• OR: The search engine looks for all pages that contain at least one of the terms. For example,
when the search engine receives the query "futebol OR porto", it looks for all the pages that
mentions either "futebol" or "porto";
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• MORE: With the MORE operand ("+"), the search engine looks for all the pages that con-
tain the query terms. It is the default operand since "futebol porto" and "futebol + porto" get
the same result;
• NOT: With the NOT operand ("-"), the search engine excludes the results defined by the
subsequent terms For example "futebol - porto" returns the pages that are related with "fute-
bol" but do not talk about "porto";
• SITE: The search engine looks for all pages that match a specific domain. For example,
with the search "bola site:pt", the search engine will look for pages that contain the word
"bola" and whose URL ends in ".pt";
• FILE: The search engine looks for all documents with the specified type. For example,
with the search "futebol filetype:pdf", the search engine will look for all PDF documents
that contain the word "futebol";
• PHRASE: The search engine looks for all pages that contain a set of words in that exact
order. This operator can be used by adding quotation marks in the beginning and in the end
of the set of words. For example ""futebol porto"";
• FILL: The search engine looks for the pages that contain words that start by some specific
letters. For example, with the search "port*", the search engine will look for pages that
contain words that begin with "port".
Only 2.25% of all mobile queries had one or more boolean operators in their content. Surpris-
ingly, dividing by device types, traditional mobile phones queries had the highest percentage, since
8.38% of all queries had at least one boolean operator. Only 0.74% of tablet queries had boolean
operators, while for smartphone queries this value was 2.42%. In the desktop dataset, 6.83% of the
total number of queries had at least one boolean operator. This a significant increase if compared
with other European studies [10, 15], although US searchers tend to use these operators more of-
ten [11, 31]. Over the years, European users (in this specific case Portuguese searchers) might be
using more boolean operators than before. Table 5.7 presents the boolean operators distribution by
type of operator. Percentages overcome 100% since a query might have several boolean operators.
Without much surprise, the PHRASE operator (quotation marks) was the most used boolean
operator in both datasets. For the mobile dataset, the percentage was approximately 70% of all
queries that had at least one operator. However, the traditional cellphones sub dataset had the
biggest percentage for mobile devices, since 92.24% of its boolean queries had the PHRASE
operator. As for the desktop dataset, the obtained results are in agreement with the previous SAPO
study [10], where the PHRASE was present in approximately 80% of all advanced queries.
It is also important to study query types in the mobile dataset and compare with the desktop
counterparts. In Chapter 2, some query types are described. In this study, the following query
types are analysed:
• Initial: The first query of a searching session;
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Table 5.7: Boolean operators distribution by type of operator.
Boolean Op. % Desktop bool. queries % Mobile bool. queries ∆
PHRASE 84.77% 70.04% -14.73%
SITE 8.62% 26.41% +7.79%
NOT 6.67% 3.28% -3.39%
AND 3.57% 9.47% +5.90%
MORE 0.92% 1.25% +0.33%
OR 0.33% 0.53% +0.20%
FILL 0.23% 0.19% -0.04%
FILE 0.15% 0.00% -0.15%
• New: A query within a session that is completely new (no common terms), compared with
the last submitted query of the same session;
• Identical: In this study, an identical query is a subsequent query that is 100% equal to the
previous query of the same session;
• Modified: In this study, a modified query is a subsequent query that is different than the
previous one of the same session. However, it has one or more terms in common.
Table 5.8 presents the results of the study about query types for both datasets.
Table 5.8: Query types for mobile and desktop datasets.
Type % Desktop Queries % Mobile queries ∆
Initial 53.84% 48.06% -5.78%
Identical 23.43% 35.18% +11.75%
New 12.85% 8.11% -4.74%
Modified 9.88% 8.65% -1.23%
The number of initial queries is the number of sessions in both datasets. These percentages
are higher than what was reported by Ribeiro [10], in another SAPO study. This was expected,
since the session cut-off used in this study was 5 minutes instead of 30 minutes. The only visible
difference between both datasets is that the percentage of modified queries is higher than the
percentage of new queries in the mobile dataset, while in the desktop dataset it is exactly the
opposite. However, comparing the percentages of modified queries in both datasets, the desktop
dataset percentage is still higher than the one from the mobile dataset. Tablet queries had the higher
percentage of modified queries for mobile device types (10.60%), even surpassing the same value
for the desktop dataset. Tablet searchers modify their queries in a single session more often than
in other mobile devices. Searchers that use cellphones submit a small number of modified queries:
only 3.74% of all sub dataset. Since it is more difficult to type a query using a cellphone than using
a tablet or even a smartphone, this percentage is not a big surprise. All these values are below what
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Ribeiro [10] presented in his SAPO study (approximately 13%). However, most of TLA studies
reported much higher values for this type of analysis, such as Altavista [11] and Excite [31]. The
2005 Google mobile study also reported that 28.7% of all consecutive submitted queries were a
refinement of its previous query.
In order to understand how users modify their queries, Table 5.9 shows the number and per-
centage of modified queries regarding the number of terms changed, when compared with the
previous query. This method was already used in the Portuguese studies [10, 17].
Table 5.9: Number of terms changed in modified queries.
# Terms % Desktop mod. queries % Mobile mod. queries ∆
≤ 5 7.38% 0.89% -6.49%
-4 0.93% 0.90% -0.03%
-3 2.10% 2.18% +0.08%
-2 5.63% 5.89% +0.26%
-1 11.99% 13.58% +1.59%
0 26.73% 30.91% +4.18%
+1 24.29% 28.18% +3.89%
+2 10.36% 10.83% +0.47%
+3 3.51% 4.00% +0.49%
+4 1.42% 1.44% +0.02%
≥ 5 5.64% 1.21% -4.43%
Total may not be 100% due to rounding.
While a significant number of modified queries remained with the same number of terms,
mobile searchers tend also to add more terms to the search, since almost 46% of modified queries
had more terms than the previous one. In the desktop dataset the same pattern can be seen. Users
tend to reformulate their queries by replacing terms for other terms or adding/removing one term.
Splitting the mobile dataset, there is not much difference, since the queries submitted from tablets,
smartphones or cellphones presented the same pattern. The same conclusions were found in the
SAPO [10] and Tumba! [17] studies. The main difference between the mobile and desktop datasets
in this analysis is the fact that some desktop searchers tend to make considerable changes to the
query. The amount of modified queries where the difference to the previous in terms of number of
words was less or more than 5 terms exceeded 13% in the desktop dataset. As for mobile queries,
this percentage was only 2.10%.
One can go even further in the modified queries analysis. It is also important to analyse the
vocabulary issue in the context of Web searching. In order to measure the overlap between two
queries, Balfe and Smyth [50] presented a methodology to compute the overlap between two
queries. For example, if a query "football porto" is followed by a modified query "city porto",
the overlap between those queries is given by the division of the number of terms in common by
the number of unique terms in the whole set. In the previous case, there is one common term for
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three unique terms. So, the overlap or query similarity would be 0.33. The following equation
represents the similarity between two queries, being q1 and q2 the set of terms of the two queries:
Sim(q1,q2) =
|q1∩q2|
|q1∪q2| (5.1)
Church et al., in their European mobile search study [16], created a graphic to show the per-
centage of modified queries that have overlaps above a certain similarity threshold. For this study,
the results can be seen in Figure 5.9, both for mobile and desktop queries. Almost all mobile
modified queries had a query similarity above 0.1, while approximately 11% of desktop modified
queries had an overlap inferior to 0.1. This could mean that some desktop queries are modified
by subtracting or adding a considerable amount of new terms in the modified query. From the
threshold of 0.8, the two lines converge, meaning that the percentage of modified queries in each
dataset with a similarity above 0.8 is approximately the same.
Figure 5.9: Percentage of modified queries at different similarity thresholds.
Figure 5.10 shows the query overlap analysis for the different types of mobile devices. In this
case, there is not much difference between tablets, smartphones and traditional cellphones. As
expected, there is also a downward tendency as the similarity thresholds grow.
To finalize the query level analysis, it is vital to present the most frequent searched queries in
both datasets. Although there is a subsection where there is a more detailed query categorization,
one can find some patterns while checking the most frequent queries. Table 5.10 present the top
20 most frequent queries for the mobile and desktop datasets. At first glance, mobile and desktop
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Figure 5.10: Percentage of modified queries at different similarity thresholds for the different
kinds of mobile devices.
search users usually submit a lot of the same frequent queries. SAPO users usually search for news
sites, such as jn, dn and tsf and also queries related with computers and Internet, such as facebook
, google or gmail. Portuguese users are also interested in Portuguese auction Websites, such as
olx and custo justo. It is interesting to point out that these queries were submitted in a time span
of approximately two months, between March and May of 2013. During that time Portugal was
going through a bailout, with the Government taking austerity measures and people going through
financial difficulties. It is then comprehensible the fact that auction sites appear well placed in the
top 20 queries table. Although some earlier mobile search studies reported that queries related
with sex and pornography were the most searched in mobile devices, the most frequent query
related with sex comes only in the 10th position of the top 20 queries.
5.3 Term level analysis
Another level of analysis usually represented in these type of studies is the term level analysis. A
term, as previously described in this document, is a series of characters bounded by white spaces,
such as words, numbers, abbreviations, URLs and symbols. In the previous mobile studies that
were consulted for this study, none of them had a major term level analysis. Most of the mobile
studies focused only in the query level part. Thus, this study can provide some information about
mobile term-related statistics and compare with term level analysis results from this and other
TLA studies. Table 5.11 presents some general statistics regarding terms from each dataset.
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Table 5.10: Top 20 most frequent queries.
Desktop dataset Mobile dataset
Query % Queries Query % Queries
jn 4.78% dn 5.08%
dn 4.02% jn 5.00%
facebook 3.26% www dn 2.36%
google 2.68% tsf 1.94%
tsf 1.30% google 0.82%
gmail 0.82% facebook 0.72%
hotmail 0.58% olx 0.57%
tempo 0.50% tempo 0.41%
olx 0.43% fc porto 0.26%
youtube 0.41% sexo 0.22%
meteorologia 0.27% youtube 0.21%
cgd 0.23% banca de jornais 0.18%
portal das finanças 0.22% porno 0.18%
finanças 0.21% youporn 0.17%
sexo 0.20% meteorologia 0.16%
custo justo 0.19% sex 0.15%
www dn 0.17% benfica 0.15%
banca de jornais 0.17% ciberduvidas 0.14%
bes 0.16% euromilhoes 0.13%
google.pt 0.15% pornhub 0.12%
The difference between the percentage of terms considering and not considering function
words for both datasets is similar. The number of terms without function words represent 87.44%
of the total number of terms of the mobile dataset, while for the desktop dataset it represented
84.53%. The percentage of unique terms was also higher for mobile dataset. 8.33% of all terms
were unique terms. This value had a significant decrease for desktop terms, since only approxi-
mately 3.60% of all terms were unique. 38.04% of mobile unique terms were never repeated in
the dataset, which represents 3.17% of all mobile terms. As for the desktop terms, 48.35% of all
unique terms did not have more than one appearance in the dataset, which represented 1.74% of
all terms. By splitting the mobile dataset into different device types, one can also check the same
metrics for tablets, smartphones and traditional cellphones. By removing function words from
queries, the number of terms for the tablet dataset corresponded to 86.49%, which is, by a very
small margin, the lowest percentage for all device types. Tablets also had the lowest percentage
for unique terms (9.53%, while approximately 11% of all smartphone and cellphone terms were
unique) and for never-repeated terms in the dataset (35.69% of unique terms and 4.46% of all
terms).
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Table 5.11: General statistics regarding the term level analysis.
Metrics Desktop dataset Mobile dataset
Mean chars per term (w/ function words) 9.58 7.85
Mean chars per term (w/out function words) 9.58 7.86
% Unique Terms 3.60% 8.33%
In terms of characters per term, both major datasets did not show significant differences be-
tween the mean number of characters with or without function words. The difference between
mobile and desktop means was not a big surprise. However, there is no difference in percentage
regarding the mean number of characters per term with or without function words in the desktop
dataset. All the means showed in Table 5.11 are higher than the mean number of characters per
term reported by Ribeiro [10] (6.86). In the Tumba! study [17], Costa and Silva also presented
a mean number of characters per term for each analysed year (2003 and 2004) and none of the
values surpassed 7 characters per term. The longest term in the mobile dataset had 508 characters
(and it was submitted from a tablet device) while the longest desktop term had 2,480 characters.
Both terms were never repeated in the datasets. More than 90% of all mobile terms had 10 or less
characters, even if function words were removed from the queries. The same results can be seen
in the different mobile device types. For desktop terms, a similar pattern could be seen. The only
difference was that, with the removal of function words, the percentage of total number of terms
with 10 or less characters was 89.42%.
Regarding the different kinds of mobile devices, there is not much difference between them in
terms of the average number of characters per term. Tablet queries averaged 7.45 characters per
term (7.46 without function words), while traditional phones averaged 7.53 (7.57 without function
words). The smartphones sub dataset had the biggest average of characters per term: 7.67 (7.68
without function words). Figure 5.11 shows the distribution of the number of characters for the
two main datasets. A similar analysis was performed by Ribeiro [10]. By analysing the graphic, it
becomes clear that the vast majority of terms lay between 1 and 10 characters per term, confirming
the previous statements.
Regarding term frequency distribution, the analysis was divided into two parts in each dataset:
set of terms with function words and set of terms without them. Figure 5.12 show the cumulative
distribution of terms for both datasets. In both cases, there is not much difference between term
distribution with or without function words, as can be seen clearly by the graphics’ lines. Like
in other TLA studies [31, 15], the percentage of all terms (with function words) related with the
100 most frequent terms was calculated. For the mobile dataset, the 100 most frequent terms
accounted for approximately 17.97% of all terms. This value is higher than the ones presented in
the AlltheWeb European studies [15] (15% in 2001 and 14% in 2002), but smaller than the one
reported in the 1999 Excite study [31]. With respect to mobile device types, traditional cellphones
presented a very high percentage: approximately 35% of all terms corresponded to the 100 most
frequent terms, giving the idea that information needs broaden while using high-end devices, such
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(a) Mobile dataset. (b) Desktop dataset.
Figure 5.11: Characters per term distribution for both datasets.
as smartphones and tablets (16.71% for tablets and 17.23% for smartphones).
(a) Mobile dataset. (b) Desktop dataset.
Figure 5.12: Cumulative term distribution for both datasets.
To finish the term level analysis, one should present the most common terms found in both
datasets, just like the most frequent queries were presented. Table 5.12 shows the 20 most com-
mon terms (after the removal of function words) found in the mobile and desktop datasets. Like
expected, a lot of the top 20 queries are also present in the top 20 terms table, since the vast ma-
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jority of the most frequent queries had only one term in its content. The top 5 desktop queries, for
example, are exactly the same as the top 5 desktop terms.
Table 5.12: Top 20 most frequent terms.
Desktop dataset Mobile dataset
Term % Terms Term % Terms
jn 2.11% dn 3.87%
dn 1.74% jn 2.90%
facebook 1.51% www 2.03%
google 1.28% tsf 0.94%
tsf 0.57% tempo 0.53%
tempo 0.48% google 0.52%
www 0.38% facebook 0.44%
gmail 0.37% portugal 0.44%
jogos 0.32% sapo 0.37%
portugal 0.31% sexo 0.31%
sapo 0.31% olx 0.31%
sexo 0.26% porto 0.29%
hotmail 0.26% jornais 0.27%
casa 0.25% casa 0.27%
youtube 0.23% netviagens 0.25%
olx 0.22% 2013 0.25%
meteorologia 0.22% videos 0.24%
2013 0.22% lisboa 0.24%
jornal 0.21% banca 0.24%
portal 0.19% sic 0.23%
5.4 Session level analysis
As previously described in this document, a searching session is a set of interactions that belong
to the same user while attempting to satisfy an information need. Two queries belong to the same
session if they belong to the same searcher and the time between them is less than the session
temporal cut-off used in the study. In this study’s case, the temporal cut-off used is 5 minutes.
Although this value varies between studies, the 5-minute cutoff was chosen because it was used
in other mobile search studies that analysed the session level [1, 12, 21]. Other studies, like the
Portuguese ones [17, 10], used a temporal cut-off of 30 minutes.
One metric frequently used in this level of analysis is session length. Session length is just the
number of queries per searching session. The mean number of queries per session in the mobile
dataset is 2.02. Sessions from the tablet sub dataset had the highest average number of queries
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per session with 2.19, while smartphone averaged 1.88 queries per session and traditional mobile
phones averaged 1.91 queries per session. In the desktop dataset the mean is lower: 1.80 queries
per session. The mobile and desktop values are lower than the ones reported in other studies. Costa
and Silva, in the Tumba! study [17], presented a mean number of queries per session of 2.94 (in
2003) and 2.49 (in 2004),although the session temporal cut-off value was 30 minutes. Jansen and
Spink, in another European general study [15], presented a mean of 2.80. No session cut-off was
used in this study. Regarding other mobile studies, a direct comparison can be made. In the 2005
Google study [1], which had a cut-off of 5 minutes, the mean number of queries per session was
1.6 for cellphones. Kamvar et al. in their 2008 Google study [21] found that the average session
length was 1.89 on iPhones and 1.74 on the rest of mobile phones. With the results described
above, it is clear that the session cut-off value has influence on some results, such as the mean
number of queries per session, since studies with a smaller cut-off value presented a lower mean.
Table 5.13 shows the distribution of the number of queries per session for both datasets and Figure
5.13 the respective graphic.
Table 5.13: Distribution of number of queries per session.
# Queries % Desktop sessions % Mobile sessions ∆
1 67.74% 60.25% -7.49%
2 16.20% 18.54% +2.34%
3 6.23% 8.00% +1.77%
4 3.14% 4.35% +1.21%
5 1.82% 2.57% +0.75%
6 1.17% 1.71% +0.54%
7 0.80% 1.11% +0.31%
8 0.59% 0.83% +0.24%
9 0.48% 0.61% +0.13%
≥ 10 1.48% 2.02% +0.54%
Total may not be 100% due to rounding.
Without much surprise, the majority of sessions had only one query. The same result was
presented in the 2010 SAPO study [10], where a session cut-off of 30 minutes was used. The
same pattern was observed separately in the mobile sub datasets (tablet, smartphone and cellphone
sessions). The desktop dataset had a bigger percentage for sessions with only one query, while the
mobile dataset had a bigger percentage in all other threshold values. Figure 5.14 shows the same
analysis for the different types of mobile devices. Smartphones and traditional mobile phones had
practically the same distribution.
Another frequently used session metric is session duration (in minutes). In this case, the
study’s chosen session cut-off had once again influence in the results. With a cut-off of 5 minutes,
the mean duration found in this study was 2 minutes and 37 seconds for mobile sessions and
2 minutes and 43 seconds for desktop sessions. Splitting the mobile dataset, the results do not
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Figure 5.13: Queries per session distribution in the mobile and desktop datasets.
Figure 5.14: Queries per session distribution for the different types of mobile devices.
differ. Tablet sessions had a mean of 2 minutes and 44 seconds, while smartphone sessions had
a mean of 2 minutes and 31 seconds. Traditional cellphones had an average of 2 minutes and 23
seconds. Comparing with previous studies which provide information about this metric, one can
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find different results. For studies with a temporal cut-off of 30 minutes, the smallest mean is given
by the Tumba! study [17], with a mean of 5 minutes. The mean found in the SAPO study [10] was
not far: 5 minutes and 23 seconds. For studies without any temporal cut-off, the discrepancies are
evident. Jansen and Spink reported an average duration of 2 hours and 22 minutes for the 2001
AlltheWeb study [15], while Jansen et al., in a 2002 AltaVista study [11], showed an average of
58 minutes and 10 seconds. Table 5.14 presents a distribution of session duration, in minutes, for
both datasets.
Table 5.14: Distribution of session duration.
Intervals % Desktop sessions % Mobile sessions ∆
[0,1[ 80.07% 76.19% -5.53%
[1,5[ 15.10% 17.78% +3.78%
[5,10[ 3.67% 4.58% +1.29%
[10,15[ 0.82% 1.09% +0.39%
[15,30[ 0.32% 0.34% +0.07%
[30,60[ 0.02% 0.01% -0.01%
[60,120[ 0.00% 0.00% -
[120,180[ 0.00% 0.00% -
[180,240[ 0.00% 0.00% -
[240,∞[ 0.00% 0.00% -
Total may not be 100% due to rounding.
With a session cut-off of 5 minutes, sessions above 30 minutes are very rare in both datasets.
The vast majority had a duration between 0 and 1 minute. Sessions with only one query had a
duration of 0 minutes and 0 seconds. More than 90% of mobile and desktop sessions are within 5
minutes. This tendency does not change in the mobile sub datasets. In terms of session duration,
there is not much difference between mobile and desktop Web search.
5.5 Query categorization
A typical analysis performed in this kind of studies is query categorization or topical analysis.
This analysis consists in assigning a given category to a certain amount of queries. Some studies
presented this analysis by working with the most frequent queries from the dataset [11], while
others [10] retrieve a certain amount of random queries and work with them. In this study, the
latter approach was followed. This topical analysis was divided into two different stages. First, the
categorization of queries and comparison of results between the mobile and desktop datasets. The
second stage consisted in the categorization of queries submitted from different kinds of mobile
device (tablet, smartphone and traditional phones). For each dataset and mobile sub-dataset, 500
queries were retrieved and analysed according to the table presented by Spink et al. [22]. The total
number of retrieved queries was 2,500. Before starting the evaluation and given the problems that
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Ribeiro [10] presented in his dissertation while doing this query categorization, some rules were
made before the analysis. Since some queries can fit in more than one category, and others can
have different interpretations, these rules were necessary to give conditions to a consistent work.
The categories used in this study can be seen in Table 5.15. Queries regarding computer-
specific subjects, social networks, personal blogs, emails, chats or Web forums were classified
as Computers and Internet. However, unlike Ribeiro in his study [10], searches trying to reach
a specific Website (i.e. a company Website) could not be classified in this category, depending
if the Website content could fit in any other category. Queries regarding mobile phones specifi-
cations were also classified in this category. Queries about sports, fashion and TV shows would
be classified in the Entertainment and Recreation category, while others about newspapers, TV
stations, news or culinary would be classified as Society, Culture, Ethnicity or Religion. Queries
about the weather, finance and companies that did not suit any other category would be classified
as Commerce, Travel, Employment and Economy. Finally, queries who did not fit any of the cate-
gories would be classified as Things in the People, Places and Things category. Queries who were
imperceptible would be classified as Unknown or Other.
Table 5.15: Desktop and mobile query categorization and comparison.
Categories Desktop dataset Mobile dataset ∆
Commerce, travel, employment and economy 20.76% 17.38% -3.38%
Society, culture, ethnicity and religion 19.76% 25.71% +5.95%
Computers or internet 14.77% 8.79% -5.98%
People, places and things 11.58% 16.56% +4.98%
Entertainment and Recreation 9.18% 6.13% -3.05%
Unknown or other 9.18% 5.32% -3.86%
Sex or pornography 5.59% 7.98% +2.39%
Health or sciences 3.79% 4.09% +0.30%
Government 2.59% 1.43% -1.16%
Education or humanities 2.00% 1.84% -0.16%
Performing or fine arts 0.80% 4.50% +3.70%
Table 5.15 presents the results and comparison between the desktop and mobile datasets. The
most searched category in the desktop dataset was Commerce, travel, employment and economy.
This is not a surprise, since the global economic and financial crisis of 2008 was still active during
the time these queries were collected. This also follows the theory of Spink et al. [22], exposed
in the document’s title, that e-commerce might be a new trend in Web searching. Costa and
Silva also reported in their Tumba! studies [17] that Commerce, travel, employment and economy
was the most searched category. People are becoming more interested in economic subjects and
are also using a lot more auctions sites, like olx or custojusto. The top 3 categories for desktop
queries accounted for more than 55% of the sample size. The Sex or pornography category also
followed the pattern of other studies, specially the Portuguese TLA studies [10, 17], with a low
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percentage of queries belonging to this topic: it did not exceed 6% of all queries of the collected
sample. As for the mobile dataset, Commerce, travel, employment and economy was the second
most searched category: only Society, culture, ethnicity and religion have more queries associated
with it. This result is due to a lot of Portuguese newspapers-related queries such as jn or dn.
Mobile users tend to search more about People, places and things or Performing or fine arts. On
the other hand, they search less about Entertainment and recreation and Computers or internet.
Sex or pornography was only the fifth most searched category. Although the percentage of mobile
queries belonging to this category was slightly higher when compared with the desktop query
categorization, a shift is perceptible in the mobile users’ searching habits. In the first years of
mobile Web searching studies, as previously said in Chapter 3, the vast majority of previous mobile
TLA studies presented the Adult category as their top one. The decrease of queries about this
category is not just about mobile devices, since it is also visible in several general studies. The
authors of the AlltheWeb study [15] reported a deep decrease of queries related with this topic:
from 10.8% in 2001 to 4.5% the following year. The mobile users, in this specific subject, follow
the same behaviour of desktop users.
To better understand the differences between searches submitted from different types of mo-
bile devices, Table 5.16 presents the query categorization for the collected samples of tablets,
smartphones and traditional mobile phones queries. As can be seen from the table, there are some
differences between the mobile devices types. The tablets’ query categorization has some simi-
larities with the desktop one. Commerce, travel, employment and economy was the most searched
category, followed by Society, culture, ethnicity and religion. People, places and things accounted
for approximately 20% of tablet queries. Sex or pornography queries were slightly above 8%,
which is above the calculated value for the whole of mobile queries. However, the difference is
not significant between all types of mobile devices in this topic. The percentages shown for this
category in each of the types is in compliance with the percentage of Sex or pornography mobile
queries. Society, culture, ethnicity and religion was the most searched category in smartphones and
traditional mobile phones. In the latter, the percentage almost reached 37%. Commerce, travel,
employment and economy took a significant decrease in percentage in the last two types of devices,
when compared with tablets. Since within this category are queries related with shopping and auc-
tion sites, users might feel that tablets are a better device to treat those kind of subjects. Finally,
the Performing or fine arts category had an interesting increase on traditional cellphones. Most
of these queries were related with African dance and music, probably submitted from Portuguese-
speaking african countries, like Angola or Mozambique.
Figure 5.15 compares the topical analysis of queries from the different types of mobile de-
vices with desktop queries. Traditional phone queries present some differences in comparison
with desktop queries. That type of device has a much lower percentage for queries related with
Computers and internet. However, the percentage for People,places and things related queries
is approximately 17% higher than its desktop counterpart. Smartphones and traditional phones
present a lower percentage regarding the Commerce,travel,employment and economy category,
while tablets and smartphones show a bigger percentage for Entertainment and recreation. As for
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Table 5.16: Tablet, smartphone and traditional mobile phone query categorization.
Categories Tablets Smartphones Traditional phones
Commerce, travel, employment and economy 24.95% 11.38% 4.47%
Society, culture, ethnicity and religion 22.31% 26.35% 36.79%
Computers or internet 6.09% 14.97% 7.32%
People, places and things 19.27% 18.16% 8.33%
Entertainment and Recreation 6.69% 7.78% 13.62%
Unknown or other 3.45% 5.99% 12.40%
Sex or pornography 8.11% 7.58% 7.52%
Health or sciences 3.04% 3.39% 1.02%
Government 0.81% 1.00% 0.40%
Education or humanities 1.83% 0.40% 1.83%
Performing or fine arts 3.45% 2.99% 6.30%
other categories, there is not a significant difference between mobile devices and desktop queries.
Figure 5.15: Query categorization difference between desktop and different kinds of mobile de-
vices.
Church et al. [16], in their European mobile search study, examined the intent and goal be-
hind the mobile search queries. The authors classified the queries’ intent using three taxonomies:
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navigational, informational and transactional. Each taxonomy is described as follows:
• Navigational: a query in which the immediate intent is to reach a particular Website. Such
queries can contain company and organizations names or queries that contain the domain
suffixes, such as .com, .net or .pt;
• Informational: a query in which the searcher wants to find the information online. The user
just wants to read the wanted information online, but wants no other type of interaction;
• Transactional: a query in which the user wants to visit a specific site where other interac-
tions will occur, such as shopping, gaming, downloading files, etc.
In this study, few queries could not be categorized into any of these three taxonomies. Queries
that contained only a company name were considered to be navigational queries, while queries
related with sex or pornography were considered transactional, since there was a high probability
that a user searching for this type of query would have other interactions in other Websites (like
downloading photos or videos). Table 5.17 shows the results of this type of analysis for desktop
and mobile queries.
Table 5.17: User intent behind mobile and desktop queries.
Categories Desktop dataset Mobile dataset ∆
Navigational 37.21% 44.52% +7.31%
Informational 29.15% 31.32% +2.17%
Transactional 33.63% 24.16% -9.47%
The differences are visible between the two query samples. While mobile users tend to enter
company or organizations names and URLs in their search, in order to reach those Web sites,
desktop users submit more transactional queries. These results were expected, since personal
computers are more prone to various user interactions, such as shopping or gaming. Table 5.18
shows the same analysis for the different types of mobile devices.
Table 5.18: User intent behind tablet, smartphone and traditional phone queries.
Categories Tablets Smartphones Traditional phones
Navigational 35.06% 43.39% 58.67%
Informational 31.60% 26.43% 20.42%
Transactional 33.33% 30.18% 20.90%
In all three types navigational queries had the highest percentage, specially in the traditional
mobile phones category, with almost 59% of the analysed queries fitting into this taxonomy. Trans-
actional queries also had a slightly bigger percentage when compared with informational queries.
Finally, another interesting analysis that would be interesting to report, is the amount of queries
that were written in Portuguese, English or another language. Company and Web sites names
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were not considered in this analysis. In this simple analysis, there was no much surprise. Since
SAPO is a Portuguese Web search engine, the vast majority of searches, in all platforms and
devices, are written in Portuguese. The lowest percentage for Portuguese-written queries is in the
desktop dataset: 79%. In this dataset, there are also 17.09% of English queries and 3.31% of
queries of another language (mainly Spanish and French). As for the mobile dataset, 87.45% of
mobile queries are in Portuguese, whereas approximately 10% are in English and 2.35% in another
language.
The results do not differ much if we split the mobile dataset into the three different types
of devices. 91.33% of tablet queries are in Portuguese, 7.33% in English and 1.33% in another
language. 83.33% of smartphone queries are writen in Portuguese, while 13.33% are in English.
Finally, for traditional phones, 90.74% of queries is in Portuguese, while 9.26% are in English.
From the collected sample of traditional cellphones queries, no other query was in another lan-
guage. Concluding, SAPO searchers are still writing in Portuguese the vast majority of queries
and not using much English in order to better the search.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Nowadays, a great part of the world’s population uses the Internet frequently. The use of search
engines is also a big part of the World Wide Web. With more and more documents contained
in the Web, these software systems help users finding the desired information or navigating to
a certain Web site. Millions and millions of searchers have been using these system in the last
two decades. In order to understand the user behaviour in these types of systems, researchers
published several studies throughout the years, showing user behaviour in many different search
engines, such as Google or Yahoo!. These studies work on search logs that store information
about the user interaction (mainly query submission) with the search engine. The methodology
followed in these studies usually apply techniques such as Transaction Log Analysis (TLA). TLA
uses the data collected in a transaction log to investigate research questions concerning interactions
between users and the search engine.
This study’s preparation phase was very challenging. The original dataset was a log file from
the SAPO search engine with millions of queries. The preparation consisted into two different
phases. The first one consisted in the removal of queries submitted by bots. By testing the content
of the browser field in each query register with a couple of well-known bots, the creation of a
list with regular expressions was possible. If the browser field of a query matched any regular
expression of that list, the query would be removed, since it was submitted by a bot. The second
preparation phase consisted in removing empty queries, repeated queries, queries that belonged to
sessions with over 100 queries and spam queries. This last part was the most challenging part of
the study. By ordering the most common queries in descending order, one could check if some of
the most frequent content were indeed spam. After this test, a list of keywords regular expressions
and IP addresses was created in order to remove queries that were possibly spam.
The analysis phase was divided mainly into two different datasets: mobile and desktop. The
mobile dataset was sometimes divided into three different parts for a deeper analysis. The follow-
ing points show the main drawn conclusions:
• The vast majority of the mobile dataset is composed by queries submitted from a tablet
or smartphone device. These account approximately 90% of the total number of mobile
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queries. The majority of tablet devices use the iOS operating system (using Apple’s iPad
device), while for smartphones the most used operating system is Google’s Android;
• The temporal distribution analysis gave interesting results. Desktop users tend to submit
their searches during labour time, while the peek of mobile search is at night, although tra-
ditional mobile phones do not follow this tendency. The mobile hourly distribution complies
with a Google study about mobile searching [47]. Desktop users tend to search more during
work days, while the biggest percentages for the mobile dataset in the weekly distribution is
during weekends. Tablet and smartphones follow the mobile distribution, while traditional
phones follow a different path. Queries submitted from traditional phones are much more
distributed throughout the day and their peek is during work days;
• As expected, desktop users, in average, type more terms per query than mobile users (2.67
vs. 2.23). The type of device appears to continue to influence these outcomes [1]. Traditional
cellphones present a bigger average than tablets. Surprisingly, since tablets are a much more
high-end device;
• Desktop users also type more characters per query than mobile users (16.99 vs. 13.96),
as expected. Although the average number of terms per query of tablet queries is lower
than traditional phones, tablets had a bigger average number of characters per query than
traditional phones, possibly revealing the fact that tablet users type longer words;
• In terms of query frequency distribution, the mobile percentage of unique queries was higher
than the desktop counterpart (28.22% vs. 25.13%). The top 1000 unique mobile queries
correspond to 44.39% of the total number of queries. As for the desktop dataset, this value
was 39.32%. Since the amount of queries in both datasets were very different (there were a
lot more desktop queries), one can not draw strong conclusions from this specific analysis.
The desktop cumulative distribution of queries analysis complies with the results presented
by Ribeiro [10], since approximately 20% of the most frequent unique queries could deal
with 80% of the total number of queries. On the other hand, approximately 50% of the most
frequent mobile unique queries could deal with the same percentage of the total number of
queries;
• Regarding boolean operators, 6.83% of all desktop queries had at least one boolean operator.
This value is higher than the ones found in other Portuguese studies [10, 17]. The mobile
dataset also had a lower percentage for boolean queries: 2.25%. The PHRASE operator
was the most used boolean operator in both datasets. 8.38% of all queries submitted from
a traditional mobile phone had at least one boolean operator, being the higher value for all
kinds of mobile devices. Only 0.74% of all tablet queries had at least one operator;
• The desktop and mobile datasets presented a very similar percentage for modified queries.
Traditional phones have the lowest percentage of modified queries for the mobile sub datasets:
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only 3.74% of all queries. Desktop and mobile users present a similar behaviour while re-
formulating or modifying a previous query. They tend, by this order, to change one or more
terms but stay with the same number of terms, add one term or removing one term. Mobile
percentages are actually pretty similar to the ones reported by other general studies [10, 33];
• Regarding modified queries’ overlap, approximately 11% of all desktop modified queries
have an overlap inferior to 0.1, while almost all mobile modified queries have an overlap
greater than or equal to 0.1. Splitting the mobile dataset into the three different kinds of
mobile devices, there is not a significant difference between all types;
• Regarding term level analysis, once again as expected, desktop queries in average have
more characters per term than mobile queries. The percentage of desktop unique terms is
lower than mobile unique terms. However, the percentage of desktop unique terms conform
to the previous SAPO study [10]. Function words appear to not influence term frequency
distribution in both datasets;
• In terms of session level analysis, the session cut-off value used was 5 minutes. This value
was used since many previous mobile studies used it [1, 12, 21]. This decision had some
influence in the results. Surprisingly, the average number of queries per session is higher in
the mobile dataset (2.02 vs. 1.80). All these values are lower than the ones found in previous
studies that used a temporal cut-off of 30 minutes. In mobile studies that used a cut-off of
5 minutes [1, 12], the average of mobile queries per session is lower than the one reported
in this study. Regarding session duration, there is not much difference between the datasets.
The found average duration of a mobile session was 2 minutes and 37 seconds, while for
a desktop session was 2 minutes and 43 seconds. In previous studies the lowest mean was
given by the Tumba! study [17]: 5 minutes. Almost 95% of all mobile and desktop sessions
had a duration below 5 minutes;
• Finally, query categorization showed some differences between mobile and desktop datasets,
as well as the mobile sub datasets (tablets, smartphones and traditional phones). The most
searched topic in the desktop dataset was Commerce, travel, employment and economy,
while in the mobile dataset it was Society, culture, ethnicity and religion. The latter is due to
many queries related with Portuguese newspapers, such as JN or DN. The amount of queries
related with these two newspapers are very high (as can be seen in the top 20 queries of both
datasets). The desktop search users are more interested in the current state of the economy,
as well as Web sites that are related with shopping (auction sites) or travel. By looking into
the mobile sub datasets, tablet queries had different results from the other two. While smart-
phones and cellphones queries top category is also Society, culture, ethnicity and religion,
the top 2 categories of tablet queries are the same top 2 for desktop queries. Desktop and
mobile users also tend to perform navigational queries while searching. Desktop queries
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have a significant percentage of transactional queries, which is 10% higher than its mo-
bile counterpart. As expected, the vast majority of queries of both datasets are written in
Portuguese.
By looking at the main conclusions list, one can spot differences between desktop and mo-
bile searching. Mobile users use the search engine at the end of the day and during weekends.
They tend to type smaller queries, both in terms and characters. Surprisingly, the mobile unique
queries percentage is slightly higher than the desktop percentage, meaning that mobile users search
for more different content. Mobile users use less boolean operators, although the percentage of
queries with at least one operator in traditional phones is approximately 8%. Mobile users, also
surprisingly, search for more queries in a searching session than desktop users. Regarding query
categorization, mobile users search more about Society, culture, ethnicity and religion, while desk-
top users search more about Commerce, travel, employment and economy. However, there are also
some similarities between both datasets. The percentage of modified queries is approximately the
same and both type of users modify their queries in a similar way. The average session duration
is also very similar with a cut-off is 5 minutes. Navigational queries are the most common in both
datasets, as well as queries written in the Portuguese language.
In conclusion, although mobile and desktop search patterns have some things in common,
there is still a difference in various metrics. With the appearance and rise of more high-end mobile
devices, similar to a desktop experience, it will be interesting to conduct another similar study and
conclude if mobile search patterns are even more close to the ones seen on desktop.
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Appendix
A.1 Regular expressions for Bots’ removal
Table A.1: List of regular expressions for bots’ removal.
bot feed rss sapo
crawler spider tracker AHTTPConnection
Activeworlds 360se UnChaos AdminSecure
^CFNetwork ^Adobe Advanced URL Catalog Akregator
^Aggregator ^AngryBirds Apache-HttpClient AppEngine-Google
AppleSyndication ArbeFavIcons HttpClient AutoIt
AzBUL.NET Apple-PubSub bloglines ^BoardReader
curl ^CheckUrl ^CitiStreet.com ^Claymont.com
Contacts ^Crowsnest ^DoCoMo ^FDM
FLUX-Toolchain ^FreeWebMonitoring ^GStreamer greatnews
HTTP_Request ^Hatena HoundDog IlTrovatore
InetURL Infoseek JS-Kit Jakarta
^Java ^PHP JetBrains ^Jigsaw
Kaspersky ^LWP::Simple Liferea LinkExaminer
^Lynx ^MacKeeper McAfee MetaURI
Microsoft BITS Microsoft URL Windows Network Diagnostics Microsoft-CryptoAPI
WebDAV-MiniRedir Morfeus Winhttp T-H-U-N-D-E-R
reader masking-agent validator ^MyApp
^NING Referrer NSPlayer NewsGatorOnline
POE-Component plagger PubSubAgent PuxaRapido
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python RiverglassScanner Ruby SOAP
SearchBlox SiteTruth.com ^Snoopy SocialPushAgent
^Sphider AutoWebProxyScriptEngine TencentTraveler TipTop
TulipChain ^UNTRUSTED User-agent Utopia
VB Project WLUploader WWW-Mechanize Web Downloader
WebCopier WebProcess Website Explorer Wget
WinHttp ^Windows-Media-Player WordPress ^WorldWideweb
^Xenu Link Y!TunnelPro YandexSomething Zend
ZmEu check-http aol/http facebookexternalhit
OutlookConnector http_requester httpunit iTunes
iPhoto ^libwww-perl ia_archiver ^integrity
linkdex.com panscient.com ping.blo.gs utorrent
Azureus autoproxy ^Microsoft Office ^Mozilla/4.0
^Mozilla/5.0 anonym silk yahoo
A.2 Regular expressions for Mobile devices
Table A.2: List of regular expressions for mobile devices.
Windows CE ^Alcatel ^HTC ^LG
LG-([a-zA-Z0-9]*) ^LGE ^MOT Vodafone
Nokia Opera Mini Opera Mobi Windows Mobile
WindowsMobile ^Huawei ^SAGEM ^Samsung
^SEC ^SGH ^SIE ^SonyEricsson
^TELECA ^Toshiba ^zte wap
MobilePhone PSP Mobile Safari Nintendo 3DS
PlayStation Vita iPod iPhone Android
Symbian SymbOS SymbianOS webOS
Windows Phone Bada Blackberry iPad
Android(.*?)Tablet PlayBook(.*?)Tablet hp-tablet Kindle
^Mozilla(.*?)Touch AvantGo ^Palm
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A.3 Function Words
Table A.3: List of function words used in this study.
a as aos ao are como
com da de das e em
about either by era do entre
dos if in la for here
my meu mais me not nao
nos na no nas o os
on ou of onde our quem
qual que por para se sao
ser sem sua suas sobre to
the this you your um uma
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